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ABSTRACT

The Lightweight Deflectometer (LWD) is a portable device for in-situ testing of 

soil and pavement stiffness that has gained acceptance, first in Europe and more recently 

in the United States, for spot testing of road and foundation construction. An LWD 

measures soil deflection under an applied impulse and estimates soil dynamic modulus 

based on static Boussinesq plate loading of an elastic half-space. The growing 

acceptance of LWD testing has driven development and adoption of target elastic 

modulus or deflection values by researchers and transportation agencies. Design of 

LWDs, however, has not kept up with this trend. LWD design has not been standardized 

and there are a number of different LWDs available commercially. The literature is full 

of studies showing that different LWDs produce different deflection measurements, and 

thus estimate different elastic moduli on the same soil. This thesis aims to address and 

quantify the influence of four major LWD design elements on measured deflection and, 

based on those results, recommend a path towards full standardization of LWD design.

An analysis of the literature showed that four primary factors were thought to be 

contributors to the differences observed in LWD results: the type and location of the 

deflection sensor, the applied load pulse, and the rigidity o f the load plate in contact with 

the soil surface. All commercially available LWDs use one of two sensor types to 

measure deflection, either an accelerometer or geophone. Algorithms were developed to 

remove dynamic measurement error introduced by each of these two sensors, and to 

address the error introduced by integration of their data into displacement. With these 

corrections applied, it was found that the two sensors similarly and accurately recorded



the motion of the LWD. The location of those sensors, however, was found to be the 

critical variable in deflection measurement. Experimental field testing of LWDs 

modified to enable defection measurement from two different locations showed that 

sensors mounted on the load plate produced consistently and significantly greater 

deflection measurements than those in contact with the ground surface. Plate-based 

deflections were found to be an average of 91% greater on granular base, 44% greater on 

asphalt, and as much as 203% greater on stabilized clay soils than ground-based 

deflections. Through Finite Element (EE) modeling of two popular LWD models, the 

influences of the differences in the applied load pulse and the rigidity of the load plate 

were evaluated. Both factors were shown to have only minor influence on the measured 

deflections, with one load pulse producing 3-6% greater deflections compared to the 

other and plate rigidity contributing 4% difference between the two LWDs depending on 

soil stiffness.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The Lightweight Deflectometer (LWD), also known as a Portable or Light Falling 

Weight Deflectometer (PFWD or LFWD), is a portable device for the assessment of the 

stiffness and elastic properties of shallow soil or pavement systems. LWDs have slowly 

gained acceptance, first in Europe and more recently in the United States, for in-situ 

quality control and quality assurance (QC/QA) spot testing and nondestructive evaluation 

in earthwork construction [1] [2] [3] [4], However, the results of LWD testing, soil 

deflection or estimated soil dynamic modulus (from Boussinesq analysis of plate loading 

on an elastic half-space), have been used only in a relative and qualitative sense as design 

and acceptance criteria have continued to be based upon dry density and moisture 

content. More recently, researchers have begun to recommend [5] [6] [7] and 

transportation agencies, both in the US and internationally, have begun to prescribe 

magnitudes of target elastic modulus or deflection values [8] [9] [10] [11]. The growing 

acceptance of LWDs has been driven by their rapid test capability and ease of use [12], as 

well as the desire to provide performance-based assessment of designed-for soil 

properties, such as resilient modulus. As a result LWD use has matured to the level 

where standardized (i.e., not device-specific), absolute deflection or elastic modulus 

measurements are desired and assumed.
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The fundamental operation of an LWD is based on a free-falling mass delivering 

an impulse load to the soil or pavement surface. A large mass (typically about 10 kg) is 

raised along a guide rod then released by hand or by a release mechanism. After falling 

approximately one meter, the mass impacts a set of rubber buffers or stiff metal springs 

which convert the energy of the falling mass into a metered impulse. This impulse, on 

the order o f 20 ms in duration with a peak load of 10 kN, is applied to the soil or 

pavement surface through a metal plate, typically 100-300 mm in diameter. The stress 

applied to the soil by this setup approximates the stresses applied by normal vehicle 

traffic to the underlying road structure [1] [13]. During the test, the vertical deflection of 

the soil surface is measured, typically by an accelerometer or geophone. The peak value 

of this deflection along with the peak applied load (either by assumption from calibration 

or from load cell data) is used to calculate a dynamic modulus, E l w d , of the soil based on 

static Boussinesq theory for plate loading of an elastic halfspace.

Motivated by the growing popularity of the LWD, specifications for LWD testing 

have been recently established. However, because there are a number of commercially- 

available LWD models, competing ASTM standards were developed, namely ASTM 

E2835-11 [14] and ASTM E2583-07 [15]. It has been well chronicled that different 

LWDs provide different measurements of deflection and estimated modulus for the same 

soil [16] [17] [18] [19]. The two standards acknowledge these differing results produced 

by the devices in compliance with each standard, but the standards are in direct conflict 

on several major aspects of LWD design and operation. Some speculation has been made 

as to the causes of these differences [19], but no one has published the results o f a 

systematic investigation of the nature of the differences in measured LWD deflection and
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calculated modulus. Such an investigation is critical for the future of the LWD, 

standardization of the LWD, and the proliferation of deflection and modulus criteria tied 

to performance.

1.2 Summary

This thesis is divided into chapters. Chapter 2 presents a review of the current 

state of LWD research with a focus on differences in the physical design and data 

processing, and the observed differences in the results produced different LWD models.

Chapter 3 summarizes a study on the influence of the type of sensor used to 

measure the soil deflection produced by LWD testing. A special LWD-like device is 

constructed to compare the data produced by the two types of deflection sensors, 

accelerometers and geophones, used in commercial LWDs to a laboratory measurement 

of the actual deflection, provided by an eddy current displacement sensor. An algorithm 

is developed to correct geophone and accelerometer data for dynamic measurement error 

introduced by the sensors. The Instrumentation LWD is subjected to impulse loading 

with an LWD drop mass and the results produced by its sensors are corrected for 

dynamic measurement error, integrated as necessary into displacement, and compared. 

The displacement results, particularly from the accelerometer, show significant 

integration-related errors. A simple method of integration error correction is proposed 

and tested on data from the Instrumentation LWD.

Chapter 4 presents the results of Finite Element (FE) modeling of two models of 

LWD, the Zom ZFG2000 and Prima 100 (pictured in Figure 1.1). Axisymmetric FE 

models were constructed of the two LWDs on a hemispherical soil region. Using data
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from experimental LWD testing, real-world load pulses were applied to the two models 

and the results compared. The relative differences between results can be interpreted as 

the relative influences of the physical design and construction of each LWD, and of the 

shape and frequency content of the applied load pulse on the measured deflection.

Figure 1.1 -  Examples of two commercial LWD models: the Zom Instruments’ ZFG2000 
(left), and the Prima 100 produced by Carl Bro (right).

Chapter 5 summarizes an experimental LWD testing program in which the two 

LWD models (Zom and Prima) were compared at field test sites. In addition to its as- 

manufactured configuration, the Prima LWD was modified to use an accelerometer for its 

deflection sensor and, in addition to its standard soil-based deflection measurement 

(through an annulus in the load plate), the deflection sensor (either accelerometer or 

geophone) may be fixed rigidly to the load plate to measure plate deflection.

Chapter 6 presents conclusions and recommendations for future research based on 

the results presented in the preceding chapters.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

The Lightweight Deflectometer (LWD), also known as a Portable or Light Falling 

Weight Deflectometer, is a portable tool primarily used for the assessment of the elastic 

properties of shallow soil or pavement systems, although recent efforts have shown 

promise in surface and shallow seismic [20] and other applications. LWDs have slowly 

gained acceptance for purposes of quality control (QC), quality assurance (QA), and 

nondestructive evaluation in construction of roads and civil infrastructure [1] [2] [3] [4], 

They are particularly suited to evaluation of base and compacted subgrade layers prior to 

application of the pavement surface or wearing course. Their acceptance has been driven 

by their rapid test capability and ease of use [12]. Testing at a single location can be 

performed in a minute or two, enabling rapid assessment of long stretches of road by a 

single operator [21].

The fundamental operation of an LWD centers around a free-falling mass 

impacting a plate on the soil. The large mass (typically about 10 kg, but variable) is 

raised along a guide rod then released by hand or by a release mechanism. After falling 

approximately one meter, the mass impacts a damper mechanism on top of a plate. The 

damper mechanism, typically rubber or a set of stiff metal springs, converts the energy of 

the falling mass into a metered impulse, approximately 20 ms in duration with a peak 

load on the order of 10 kN, that is applied to the soil or pavement surface through the 

plate below. By adjusting the mass and its drop height, the magnitude and shape of the
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stress impulse applied to the soil or testing surface can be controlled. This applied stress 

also depends on the diameter of the load plate in contact with the soil; plate diameters 

between 150-300 mm are typical, approximating the stresses applied by normal vehicle 

traffic on the finished road surface [1] [13].

2.2 LWD Design

A number of different LWDs have been constructed for research and commercial 

applications. While each design is unique, the fundamentals remain unchanged: a falling 

mass applies dynamic stress to a soil or road surface through a 150-300 mm diameter 

plate. A single sensor mounted on or near the ground provides a measurement o f the 

vertical deflection of the soil during testing.

2.2.1 Basic Characteristics

The LWD model produced by Gerhard Zom Instruments of Germany, the Zorn 

ZFG2000, is shown in Figure 1.1. It represents a certain school of thought regarding 

LWD design in several respects. It is noteworthy for its use of an accelerometer mounted 

rigidly to the loading plate for deflection measurements. A set of flat steel springs act as 

the damper for the impact of the drop mass. Its designers chose to not build a load cell 

into the device but instead rely upon a constant applied load assumption based on a 

constant drop weight and height on a “stiff* surface (typically concrete) [16].

Several other LWD designs incorporate design features similar to the Zom device. 

Neither the Loadman, by Finish company AL-Engineering Oy, nor the Light Drop 

Weight Tester, produced by ELE, incorporate a load cell, relying instead upon a constant
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applied load assumption. The Loadman also incorporates an accelerometer mounted to 

the load plate for deflection measurement, but incorporates rubber buffers in place of 

steel springs for the drop mass damper. The Light Drop Weight Tester takes a different 

approach to deflection measurement, utilizing a geophone in contact with the soil through 

a small annulus at the center of the load plate.

The use of a geophone sensing directly from the soil surface is central to the other 

school of thought on LWD design. The most prominent and successful designs of this 

type are the Prima 100 (also shown in Figure 1.1) and the Dynatest 3031, marketed, 

respectively, by Dutch companies Grontmij-Carl Bro Pavement Consultants A/S and 

Dynatest International A/S (who are also responsible for the similar Keros LWD model). 

Both the Dynatest and Prima LWDs rely on load cells for measurement of the applied 

load and on spring-loaded geophones in contact with the soil surface for deflection 

measurement [16]. Removable rubber buffers are also common to the two designs, 

enabling some tailoring of the maximum applied load and shape of the load pulse as 

desired.

Two prominent research LWD designs have also been developed. The 

Transportation Research Laboratory (TRL) in the United Kingdom developed the TRL 

Foundation Tester (known as the TFT) that is similar to the Prima and Dynatest LWDs in 

its use of a ground surface-based geophone deflection measurement (however it lacks the 

small pre-load of the geophone against the soil provided by light springs in other LWD 

designs [22]), a load cell, and rubber buffers [16]. Colorado School of Mines also 

developed an LWD device unique in its use of a geophone mounted rigidly to the load 

plate but otherwise similar to Prima and Dynatest designs [3],
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The characteristics of the LWDs discussed above are summarized in Table 2.1. 

Common to all LWD designs is the use of a 10 kg drop mass and 300 mm (diameter) load 

plate. Many of the commercial devices also allow for 15 and/or 20 kg drop masses. 

Additionally, all but the ELE Light Drop Weight Tester enable use of 200 mm load 

plates, with most designs having another load plate option in the range of 100 to 150 mm 

[16].

Table 2 .1 -  Comparison of different LWD designs.

Device

Plate
Dia.

(mm)

Drop
Mass
(kg)

Max
Load
(kN)

Load
Cell

Deflection Sensor 
Type Location

Accel. Vel. Plate Soil

Stress
Dist.

Factor
Poisson's

Ratio
100, 150,

Zom 200, 300 10, 15 10.6 X X X 2 0.5
150, 200, 10, 15,

Prima 300 20 15 X X X 2a 0 .5 \

o o 150, 10, 15,
Dynatest 200,

oo

20 15 X X X b b

150, 200, 10, 15,
Keros 300 20 15 X X X b b

110, 132,
Loadman 200, 300 10 17.6 X X b b

ELE 300 10 b X X b b

TFT 200, 300 10 8.5 X X X b b

CSM 200, 300 10 8.8 X X X c c

a Default values. Can be defined by user for specific conditions. 
b Value not publically available.
c Value is user-defined for specific soil type.__________________

2 . 2.2 LWD Instrumentation and Data Interpretation

Estimating the elastic properties of soil or pavement is the traditional goal of 

LWD testing. To do this one must collect data on, or know and hold constant, the applied 

load and the deflection of the material underneath the LWD. From this information one



can infer the mechanical properties of the underlying soil and also produce accurate 

mathematical models of the motion of the LWD and soil layers, as in [23]. The standard 

interpretation of the results of an LWD test is based on the assumption of soil as an 

isotropic, linearly elastic half space and the simplification of LWD loading to a load 

applied statically over a circular area [13]. Based on these assumptions and the work of 

Timoshenko and Goodier [24], one can derive the basic equation for the composite elastic 

modulus of the soil E LWd ,

n _ A ( 1 - v 2)Fpk (2.1)
ElWD ~  nr0w0

where A is a stress distribution factor (to be discussed later), v is the assumed Poisson’s 

ratio of the soil (typically about 0.3), FPK is the peak applied force, w0 is the resultant 

peak displacement, and r0 is the radius of the load plate.

The applied load is easily measured by a load cell or other inline sensor, or 

assumed in the case of Zom if a consistent drop height is used. The deflection of the 

plate, however, is more difficult to accurately measure. Because the LWD is a field 

instrument meant to be easily transported and self-contained, deflection must be 

measured by an on-board sensor. Nearly all LWD designs use one of two small, inertial 

sensors: accelerometers and geophones [3]. Both have significant advantages in cost, 

simplicity, or signal quality, and both present their own issues, introducing measurement 

errors and requiring numerical integration to yield the desired deflection measurement. 

Table 2.2 shows the usable ranges for LWD load cells and deflection sensors.
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Table 2.2 -  Sensor ranges and Manufacturer recommended limitations of different
LWDs.

Load Cell Deflection Sensor Min Max Deflec.
Range Type Location Sensor Deflec. Deflec. Error

Device (kN) Æce/. fW. Plate Soil Range (mm) (mm) (mm)
Zorn a X X d=100g 0 .2b 30" 0.02"
Prima 19.6 X X ±2mmd 0.15b 2.2" 0.002"
Dynatest c X X ±2mmd 0.15b 2.2" 0.002"
Keros c X X ±2mmd 0.15b 2.2" 0.002"
CSM 22.24 X X ±3.82mmd f f f

a Not applicable -  Zorn LWD does not have a load cell.
b Minimum recommended deflection for 300 mm plate. Below stated value, use o f 200 mm plate is 

recommended [25], [26].
CLWD manufacturer specification [25], [26].
d Maximum peak-to-peak excursion for geophone. Actual sensor range depends on frequency content and 

duration of motion. 
e Value not publicly available.
f Not defined -  CSM LWD is non-commercial, research device._______________________________________

In addition to the onboard sensors, radially offset sensors (typically geophones) 

can be employed in LWD testing. The Prima 100 system, for example, includes two 

geophones identical to the LWD geophone that are mounted on a heavy metal bracket 

and spaced radially away from the LWD. Use of radial geophones enables a single LWD 

test to be used to estimate the relative stiffnesses and thicknesses of layered soil 

structures through backcalculation or multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) 

techniques, as in [20]. Figure 2.1 shows the results of an LWD test with the Prima LWD, 

modified to have a central accelerometer in place of the manufacturer’s geophone, and its 

radially offset geophones (r = 30, 60 cm). Note the increasing phase delay from the 

application of the force to the peak of each sensor’s response. Figure 2.2 shows the 

frequency content of the applied force pulse shown in Figure 2.1.
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LWD Test Results
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Figure 2.1 -  Typical time histories of applied force and displacement for test with Prima 
LWD modified for a center accelerometer in place of typical geophone.
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Figure 2.2 -  Typical Frequency content of applied force (Prima LWD).
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2.2.3 Observed Differences in LWD Results

Differences between LWD devices have been well-documented by a number of 

researchers. Fleming et al. [22] reported a correlation between the E l w d  modulus 

estimate of the Zorn LWD and that of the Prima 100 LWD (both using 300 mm load 

plates),

Ezorn = 0.63 EpRIMA (R2 = 0.33) (2-2)

and for the TFT LWD with the Prima,

Ejft = 1-13 Eprima (R2 =  0.37) (2.3)

Fleming et al. do not offer any explanation for the difference observed between the Zorn 

and Prima devices, but hypothesizes that the over-estimation by the TFT is due to its use 

of the deflection at the time of peak force, rather than the peak deflection.

Hildebrand [17] found correlations for the Zorn LWD,

Ezorn — 0.51 E k e r 0 s  (2.4)

and Loadman LWD,

Eloadman — 0.82 Ekeros (2-5)

with Dynatest’s Keros LWD, again showing a significant difference between reported 

moduli of different LWD devices.

The most extensive comparison of LWDs was carried out by Vennapusa and 

White [16]. In addition to aggregating previous correlations, they conducted their own 

comparison of several LWDs, finding several notable correlations. With the Keros and 

Zorn LWDs, for a common plate diameter of 200 mm and drop height of 63 cm,

Ezorn(2oo) — 0.57 EKEROS(2oo) (R2 ~  0.88) (2.6)

and for a common plate diameter of 300 mm and drop height of 73 cm,
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Ezornçsoo) — 0.46 Ekeros 3̂00  ̂ (R2 =  0.50) (2.7)

Similarly, the Keros and Dynatest LWDs compared quite well (with 200 mm 

plate and 50 cm drop height), as should be expected given their similarity in design (see 

Table 2.1),

Ekeros(2oo) ~  0.96 Edynatest{200) (R2 — 0.94) (2.8)

while the Zorn LWD similarly under predicted the Dynatest LWD result (with the same 

200 mm plate and 50 cm drop height,

E z o r n ( 2 o o )  — 0.64 Ed y n a t e s t (200) (R2 — 0.75) (2.9)

While Vennapusa and White do not present deflection correlations, they note that 

the Zorn device recorded deflections that were, on average, 1.5 times those of other 

LWDs. They concluded from this that “the primary contributor to differences in 

calculated ELWD is the difference in measured deflections” [16].

While a striking difference between most LWD models appears to exist, these 

correlations are the average of correlations between devices at hundreds of locations over 

several different types of soil and, by the admission of Fleming et al, “conceal a high 

degree of scatter” [18] as their low R 2 values would suggest. However it cannot be 

denied that on aggregate there exist significant differences between the results provided 

by different LWD devices.

2.3 Influence of Physical LWD Design

The design and construction of LWDs varies between manufacturers, with 

differing materials, part geometries, and sensor arrangements. While the influence of
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some of these differences is relatively well understood, others are almost completely 

unknown in terms of their influence on measured deflection.

2.3.1 Plate Diameter

The influence of plate diameter on LWD-estimated soil elastic modulus is perhaps 

the best understood variable in LWD testing. Lin et al. [2] found that the modulus 

produced by testing with a 100 mm plate (using the Prima 100 LWD) was approximately 

1.5 times greater than the modulus when a 300 mm plate was used. Chaddock and Brown 

[27], using the TFT LWD, found a 200 mm plate gave modulus values 1.2 to 1.4 times 

greater than testing at the same locations with a 300 mm load plate. Aggregating all their 

data across soil types and locations, Vennapusa and White [16] found a similar result for 

the Zorn LWD,

E z o r n ( 2 o o )  — 1.38 £zorn(3oo) (Æ2 = 0.69) (2.10)

For further investigation they tested the Zorn LWD with 100, 150, 200, and 300 

mm diameters, finding that the 100, 150, and 200 mm plates gave, on average, modulus 

results 1.9, 1.5, and 1.3 times the that of the 300 mm plate. Additional tests with the 

Keros and Dynatest LWDs, apart from one anomalous result at one test site where the 

opposite was true, supported the trend of increasing modulus with decreasing plate 

diameter and that the specific ratio o f moduli between tests using 200 mm plates versus 

300 mm plates was approximately 1.2 to 1.4.

All these experimental correlations approximately match the theoretical model of 

differences between modulus results for different plate diameters proposed originally by 

Terzaghi [28] to relate the static deflection of footings to the static plate load test.
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Terzaghi’s model is based on the assumption that “deformation characteristics” of 

cohesive soils (e.g., clay) are independent of depth, giving a simple proportional 

relationship for the coefficients of subgrade reaction. Vennapusa and White [16] later 

compared its results to the results of dynamic LWD testing (using elastic modulus in 

place of subgrade reaction coefficients), as shown in eq. (2.11). Based on some 

experimental work and assuming that the depth independence not longer holds for 

noncohesive soils (e.g., sand), Terzaghi developed the second relationship shown in eq. 

(2.12). Vennapusa and W hite’s interpretation of Terzaghi’s relationships are specifically,

where d and dre^ are the diameters of the load plates being compared and E and Eref  are 

the moduli that result from tests with plates of those diameters. These equations predict 

that 200 mm plates will give moduli that are 1.45 (for clay) to 1.5 (for sand) times greater 

than those from tests using 300 mm load plates, as shown in Figure 2.3.

2.3.1 Plate Rigidity and Stress Distribution

The deflection measured by a single sensor at the center of an LWD’s load plate 

may depend on a number of different factors, including the size of the plate, the applied 

force, the stiffness of the soil, and the rigidity of the plate.

Traditional LWD data interpretation accounts for flexibility of the plate by 

including a stress distribution factor (Table 2.3 gives potential values of this factor for 

different distributions). As shown in Table 2.1, the Zorn LW D’s data processing system

(2 .11)

(sand')
(2 .12)
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assumes this value to be tc/2 (for an inverse parabolic stress distribution) [16]. The Prima 

system enables user selection of the factor but defaults to a value of 2 (for a uniform 

distribution).

Proposed Modulus Correlation (Terzaghi 1955)

 For Clay Soils

 For Sandy Soils3.5

LU

Plate Diameter (mm)

Figure 2.3 -Terzaghi’s proposed correlation between modulus values for different plate
diameters.

Mooney and Miller [13] showed that cohesive soils such as clay behave 

consistently with the inverse parabolic distribution of traditional, rigid plate theory. 

However, noncohesive sands yield results that are more consistent with a parabolic stress 

distribution, confirming Terzaghi’s contact stress theories for the different soil types.

Vennapusa and White investigated [16] a relative plate rigidity constant 

developed by Borowicka that is a function of the ratio of plate to soil elasticity. The 

authors do not use this relative rigidity constant in any way, but imply that it could be 

applied as part of a more analytical approach to determining the stress distribution factor.
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There do not appear to be any other researchers who have tested the relative rigidity of 

different LWD plates or the influence of that rigidity on modulus results.

Table 2.3 -  Potential LWD stress distributions (Source: [16]).

Plate type Soil type Stress distribution (shape)
Shape  

factor (/)

R igid

Rigid

C lay  (elastic  
material)

C oh esion less
sand

Inverse
Parabolic

Parabolic

*/2

8/3

R igid
M aterial with  
intermediate 

characteristics

Inverse  
Parabolic to 

U niform ' Y V v v v \
ît/2 to 2

Flexible

Flexib le

C lay (elastic  
m aterial)

C ohesion less
Sand

U niform

Parabolic 8/3

2.3.2 Applied Contact Stress Magnitude

By varying the drop height or size of the drop mass, the magnitude of contact 

stress applied by the load plate to the soil can be varied. While LWDs like the Zorn rely 

on a constant contact stress assumption (for the Zom, oz = 0.1 MPa  for a 10 kg drop 

mass and 300 mm load plate), devices equipped with load cells can be used at a wide 

range of contact stresses.

Fleming et al. [22] showed that, in general, calculated modulus increases with 

increasing contact stress on granular subgrade and base materials. Specifically, the Prima 

LWD gave a 1.15 times increase in modulus (63 MPa to 76 MPa) for contact stress 

increasing from 50 to 100 kPa. Similarly, the TFT showed a slightly greater increase of

1.3 times (61 MPa to 80 MPa) for contact stresses of 45 kPa and 120 kPa. Similar trends
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were observed for a softer soil (-35 MPa). However, on stiffer soil (-90  MPa), the TFT 

gave an increase of just 2% between contact stresses of 125 and 240 kPa.

Camargo et al. [29], using a Prima LWD, showed an 11 % increase in average 

calculated modulus for drop height (and thus for the applied contact stress) increasing 

from 25 cm to 75 cm for compacted subgrades.

Chaddock and Brown [27] observed an increase in calculated modulus with 

increasing contact stress using the TFT LWD (with 200 and 300 mm load plates) on 150 

mm of subbase capping material over a gravel layer and clay subgrade. However, a 

decrease in calculated modulus was observed for a foundation of 225 mm of crushed rock 

over the clay sub grade.

Lin et al. [2], on the other hand, concluded that drop height was insignificant for 

the Prima LWD on sandy soil. Their results show less than 10% variation in modulus 

results across a wide range of drop heights (210 to 840 mm). They observed an 

increasing trend in modulus with increasing drop height using a 100 mm load plate (from 

103 to 107 MPa) but a slight decrease (from 69 to 63 MPa) when using a 300 mm plate.

Vennapusa and White [16] summed up the above findings on the influence of 

applied contact stress magnitude, saying that for “compacted granular materials” the 

calculated modulus tends to increase with increasing contact stress except in locations 

with “underlying softer subgrade materials”. Vennapusa and White also present their 

own studies on contact stress which support these findings with the Zorn LWD, but show 

the opposite trend (decreasing calculated modulus for increasing contact stress) with the 

Dynatest and Keros LWDs. While they do not offer an explanation of this effect, they 

note that it is primarily limited to the low stress region (<100 kPa).
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2.3.3 Presence of Load Cell

The use of a load transducer to measure the force applied to the soil is central to 

the design of LWDs such as the Prima but disregarded by other successful designs (i.e., 

Zom). Adam et al. showed through modeling [23] and field and laboratory work [21] 

that the constant force assumption used by the Zorn LWD introduces minimal error 

(results suggest at most 10% and typically much less) for all but the softest soils (elastic 

modulus above 7 MPa [21]). Siekmeier et al. [4] quantified the error more closely 

through extensive field work, reporting that use of the “slab force” (peak force value 

calibrated on a stiff surface, typically concrete) results in “an overestimation [of the 

modulus] on the order of 4-8 percent”. Vennapusa and White [16] and Brandi et al. [30] 

support these conclusions that the constant force assumption is just that, an assumption, 

that contributes a small amount of error in exchange for added simplicity in design and 

data processing.

2.3.4 Loading Effects and Buffer Stiffness

Lukanen [31] studied the effects of various buffer sizes, shapes, and stiffnesses on 

Falling Weight Deflectometer (or FWD - the original, larger deflectometer model from 

which the LWD was developed, also produced by the Danish company Dynatest) loading 

and deflection. While such changes can influence the applied load pulse (rise time, dwell 

time, and peak magnitude), Lukanen concluded that this influence should not be 

considered practically significant. Vennapusa and White suggest [16] that a lower 

stiffness buffer is desirable as it enables “more efficient load transfer and better simulates 

static plate loading conditions”. Adam et al. [21] reported that the response of steel
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springs is nearly temperature independent. Synthetic or rubber buffers, however, can 

cause variation in the magnitude of the load pulse, up to 30% for temperature variations 

from 0 to 30°C according to Vennapusa and White [16]. Fleming [22] speculated that 

“some of this difference [between LWDs] can be attributed to different loading pulse 

shapes” but there does not appear to be any further scholarly study on this effect.

2.4 Influence of LWD Deflection Sensors

The type of deflection sensor utilized in LWD testing is a major point of variation 

among different LWDs. The LWD requirement for a small, self-contained sensor rugged 

enough for field work has limited the types of sensors used to two: accelerometers and 

geophones.

2.4.1 Sensor Basics

Both accelerometers and geophones are inertial sensors, meaning they use the 

motion, or lack thereof, of a mass suspended by a spring to sense motion. The natural 

frequency and specific measurement system of the sensor determine what domain of 

motion (e.g., acceleration or velocity) the sensor measures. Modem accelerometers use a 

mass at the end of a cantilever beam or a mass atop a piezoelectric crystal as their inertial 

reference. By sensing the strain in the beam or crystal as it deflects or the amount of 

force required to prevent it from deflecting [32], the accelerometer outputs a voltage 

signal proportional to the acceleration it experiences. Geophones use a much larger mass 

suspended by a weak spring so that the case (which rests on the soil surface) moves as it 

is excited but the suspended mass remains nearly motionless. Typically, the mass
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contains permanent magnets contained within coils of wire mounted to the case of the 

geophone (see Figure 2.4); as the coils move relative to the suspended magnets, they 

generate a voltage signal proportional to the velocity of the case.

Figure 2.4 -  Examples of geophones. Note coils mounted to outer case of geophone
(Source: [33]).

2.4.2 Sensor Location and M ounting

A number of studies, such as those by Livneh and Goldberg [5] and Hildebrand 

[17], have documented the fact that LWDs with accelerometers mounted on the load plate 

measure larger deflections (and thus produce lower moduli) than those with geophones 

spring-loaded onto the soil surface. Fleming et al. [19] suggest that the accelerometer, 

being mounted on the load plate, measures the “initial acceleration” of the load plate and 

thus estimates a larger deflection. However, none of these researchers can offer a 

definitive explanation for this larger deflection measurement.

Groenendijk et al. [34] and van Gurp et al. [35] report on a study on the 

measurement of FWD load plate deflection using geophones. Several sensor 

configurations were evaluated, notably a single center geophone, both mounted to the
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plate and in contact with the soil through an annulus in the plate, and three geophones 

spaced around the plate at 0.8 times the plate radius and mounted directly to the plate. 

Experimental data were taken at a total of five points in five test sections of base course 

granular materials. Soil samples were also taken from each section and subjected to 

triaxial tests. The results of these tests and the known structure of the test sections was 

fed into a forward modeling program (KENLAYER) to predict the surface modulus that 

would be measured by the FWD. Results of this study show that the FWD with the 

geophone on the soil surface gave a much better correlation with the triaxial/modeling 

results than did the FWD with plate-mounted geophone. The ground-based measurement 

gave a surface modulus correlation of

Efwd — 0.989 Epredicted (R2 = 0.942) (2-13)

while the plate-mounted geophone yielded a correlation coefficient of 0.507. These 

results indicate that the plate-mounted geophone significantly over-estimated the soil 

deflection, resulting in an under-estimation of the modulus.

Vennapusa and White conclude [16] that “the primary contributor to differences 

in calculated ELWD is the difference in measured deflections” between LWDs, based on 

the Zorn’s measured deflections being larger by a factor o f 1.5 than those of other LWDs. 

From this they also predict that LWDs with plate-mounted accelerometers (e.g., Zom) 

“are expected to measure larger deflections” than those with geophones in contact with 

the soil (e.g., Prima, Dynatest, Keros). However, Fleming et al. [18] note as part of their 

theoretical comparison of LWDs using mathematical modeling that for the accelerometer 

to truly measure a greater deflection, the load plate would have to deflect more than the 

soil upon which it rests, a physical impossibility. While direct measurement from the soil
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surface might be preferable, Fleming et al. note that “it is hard to see any reason why the 

analysis...demands this” [18].

2.4.3 General Sensor Comparison and Overview

There is limited literature on sensor choice specifically for LWDs, but a number 

of different researchers have taken on the question of what sensor is best for measuring 

small, low frequency surface deflections in a variety of other applications. The largest 

body of work exists for analyzing these sensors in seismic applications, where frequency 

content and displacement magnitudes can be similar to those encountered during LWD 

testing.

Hons and Stewart [36] rigorously develop from first principles the transfer 

functions from ground displacement to output signal for both an accelerometer and a 

geophone. For the geophone, the second order differential equation is simplified by the 

assumption is made that the excitation frequency is approximately equal to the sensor’s 

natural frequency, as geophones’ natural frequencies are typically low (2-10 Hz), well 

within the frequency range of interest (0-100 Hz). A similar simplification is made for 

the accelerometer by assuming that it functions well below its natural frequency, 

typically in excess of 1 kHz. Hons and Stewart compare the frequency response 

functions of the two sensors as well as wavelets before and after passing through the 

transfer functions of the two sensors to demonstrate the extent to which each sensor 

introduces measurement error. They note that geophones exhibit significant attenuation 

and phase error for frequency components below their natural frequencies. By contrast 

the accelerometers neither attenuate nor shift the input signal until the frequency begins
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to approach the natural frequency of the sensor, well above any frequency of interest for 

their seismic applications (or for LWD testing).

Hons and Stewart, with the help of several colleagues [37] [38] [39], added an 

experimental component to build upon the conclusions from their theoretical analyses. 

The experimental data were collected as part of seismic monitoring of an oil field to 

provide a real world case study for comparison of accelerometers to geophones (and 

geophones to themselves -  several different models were employed side by side). Initial 

analysis [38] [40] concluded that both the accelerometer and geophones used to gather 

data behaved according to the theoretical models developed in [36]. The authors also 

note that the accelerometers had a lower noise floor which significantly improved data 

collected at the higher end of the frequency range. At low to moderate excitation 

amplitudes, the sensors’ data outputs were found to be quite comparable, but some 

discrepancy was noticed at high amplitudes, requiring further study to understand.

Based on data from a second petroleum-related seismic survey, Hauer et al. 

(including Hons and Stewart) [41] note that in areas without wind or other external noise 

source (noise from the vibration of an electrical generator figured prominently on several 

channels), “data recorded with geophones and accelerometers...is very similar” [41]. 

Additionally, the authors conclude that for accelerometers and geophones placed in the 

same location and compared in the same domain (i.e., integrating or differentiating one 

dataset to be equivalent to the other), the data are “equivalent” [42]. However, some 

divergence was noted between the two types of sensors at low (<5 Hz) and high (>120 

Hz) frequencies, some of which was attributed to transient effects.
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Based on the work presented in numerous published works, Hons summarized his 

and his colleagues’ work in his thesis, concluding that, all things being equal, “consistent 

differences [between the two sensors],. .were small” [43] and that both sensors “very 

faithfully and similarly recorded” [43] the input signals.

While accelerometers and geophones are the primary sensors of choice for LWD 

work, there are a host of other sensors that have been used to measure low frequency 

seismic vibrations of all kinds and could be considered for LWD applications. Both 

Collette et al. [44] and Tandon and Nazarian [45] present broad surveys of potential 

sensor options, the latter focused specifically on measuring pavement deflection without 

focusing specifically on LWDs [45]. The significance of both works lies in limiting 

range of sensors to consider for LWD applications to the common inertial sensor types 

(accelerometer and geophone).

Tandon and Nazarian reviewed, both theoretically and experimentally, inertial 

sensors as well as several types of displacement transducers (linear variable differential 

transformers, noncontact inductive proximeter probes, and laser displacement sensors). 

Their overall recommendation for pavement deflection sensing applications is the 

geophone, given its rugged construction, low cost, and field worthiness. It should be 

noted, however, that some of the authors’ findings, particularly with regards to 

accelerometers, show the age of their work. Technologically, the field of accelerometers 

has come a long way in the nearly twenty years since this research was undertaken and it 

is likely their performance would be significantly different if reevaluated today. The 

frequency response of most modem accelerometers extends nearly without attenuation to 

0 Hz, but the accelerometers employed by the authors had limited low frequency
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capabilities and were specified only in the range of 10 Hz to 10 kHz. Despite this 

limitation, Tandon and Nazarian have made a significant contribution to the field and 

their work certainly supports the serious consideration of geophones for LWD 

applications; more recent work will be required to do the same for accelerometers.

Mougenot researched and wrote prolifically on the topic of how accelerometers 

compare to more traditional (at least in the field o f seismic acquisition) geophones, 

including most recently a review of the development of modem MEMS accelerometers 

for seismic applications [46]. Mougenot observed that modern accelerometers can 

deliver better quality seismic data over a wider frequency band than comparable arrays of 

geophones. However geophones are not likely to be completely replaced any time soon, 

particularly in noisy environments, as accelerometers “tend to record more noise as well 

as more signal” [46]. Mougenot came to similar conclusions in earlier comparisons of 

geophones to current accelerometers [47] [32] [48], summarizing these conclusions by 

writing that “the essential benefit o f.. .accelerometers is a broadband linear amplitude and 

phase response” [32] and that such accelerometers have practical advantages of greater 

calibration stability and lower power consumption than geophones.

2.4.4 Sensors for LWD Applications

In addition to the large body of work related to the comparison of accelerometers 

and geophones in general, there exists a small subset focused on the specific application 

of accelerometers and geophones to deflectometer measurements. Sorensen [49], writing 

for Dynatest International, perhaps the most well known manufacturer of FWDs, LWDs 

and other pavement testing equipment and leader in developing the science to support
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these systems, details the rationale behind Dynatest’s choice of sensors for its 

commercial FWD and later, its LWD devices.

Dynatest considered all three types of inertial sensors (accelerometers, geophones, 

and seismometers) in its original design of the FWD. Sorensen rapidly dismisses 

accelerometers as “not the most suitable choice for an FWD deflection transducer” [49] 

due to their high cost and fragile construction but does not elaborate. He goes on to 

develop the basic dynamic theory behind the remaining two sensors, then presents 

examples of seismometer and geophone response to full sinusoidal and half-sine impulse 

forcing functions. Based on these responses Sorensen concludes that adjusting the data 

output of a seismometer or geophone to account for the attenuation of the half-sine 

impulse by the sensor, due to transient inertial effects, can be done with a simple constant 

correction factor determined through proper calibration. However, this correction factor 

does not apply to the full time history response of the sensor, which is of interest to 

anyone conducting FWD or LWD testing.

Adjusting the time history response for measurement error introduced by the 

sensor presents a unique problem that, Sorensen says, is complicated by difficulty in 

controlling the damping of seismometers and their relatively long settling time compared 

to the timescale of FWD/LWD tests. Geophones’ damping, on the other hand, is more 

easily controlled, simply by shunting the sensor with a known resistance value. The 

motion of the internal components of a geophone also settle, or damp out, more quickly, 

and by their very nature are smaller and lighter than the comparable components of a 

seismometer, making geophones smaller and lighter. Additionally, the motion of the 

inertial mass of seismometer is usually recorded with an LVDT, which is easily
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calibrated statically but requires regular dynamic calibration. Geophones on the other 

hand, operate through magnetic induction and require virtually no calibration after 

manufacture.

Based on the factors presented by Sorensen [49], Dynatest chose geophone 

sensors for its FWDs and has since applied the same logic to both light (LWD) [50] and 

heavy weight (HWD -  an even larger version designed specifically for extremely stiff 

surfaces such as runways) [51] deflectometers as well. The company has also 

implemented a proprietary correction algorithm that corrects for the measurement error 

introduced by these sensors, but no details are available.

While FWD operation is certainly tough on equipment, particularly sensitive 

sensors, Dynatest’s decision was made, and this paper probably written, years ago 

(though the paper is undated) and, at the time, Sorensen’s assessment of accelerometers 

may have been fair. Today, however, accelerometers have been developed to withstand 

even the most punishing of operating conditions and it is likely that accelerometers could 

not be so easily dismissed if this evaluation were conducted today. Other than that, 

Sorensen presents a logical and well-developed argument for a particular sensor type, the 

geophone, and briefly discusses how Dynatest has, very successfully, developed 

deflectometer products around its decision.

Clemen [52], production manager for another major FWD and LWD 

manufacturer, Grontmij-Carl Bro A/S, gives some clues to a proprietary geophone 

correction algorithm similar to that described by Sorenson. The Carl Bro system 

implements a “fast filter” [52] that applies the inverse of the geophone’s frequency 

response (see Figure 2.5), adjusting both magnitude and phase in real time as data is
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collected. Without revealing the details o f the company’s algorithm, Clemen gives 

insight into the rationale for and implementation of geophones as the sensor of choice in 

a commercial LWD system.

Geophone frequency response with filter compensation 
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Geophone frequency 
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Figure 2.5 -  Magnitude of Geophone and filter response for Prima LWD system (Image
Source: [52]).

By similarly sound logic to Dynatest and Carl Bro, the third major LWD 

manufacturer, Zom Instruments, which produces a full range of soil testing equipment, 

came to an entirely different conclusion regarding sensor choice. In reviewing sensors 

specifically for an LWD (as opposed to Dynatest’s FWD) Zorn selected an accelerometer 

as their deflection sensor of choice due in large part to its flat dynamic response (no 

attenuation or amplification of input signal and no phase delay) compared to the 

geophone, which introduces significant measurement error (both attenuation and phase 

delay o f input signal) below its natural frequency (-10 Hz).

One of Zorn’s engineers, Matthias Weingart, cited significantly better 

experimental deflection measurement results with accelerometers compared to geophones 

and difficulty in finding geophones suitable for the high accelerations experienced on
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Zorn’s LWDs as major factors in Zorn’s decision. Zom also found that accelerometers 

produced more repeatable measurements, enabling its devices to conform more easily to 

the calibration standards for road test equipment [53] set forth in its home country of 

Germany. Experimental measurements by geophone-based FWDs conducted by the 

German standards group, which authored the calibration standards, showed 10-15% 

variation between deflection measurements taken from geophone data at the same test 

location.

Zorn’s popular, commercial LWD model (see Figure 1.1) was employed by 

Arraigada et al. [54] as part of a study in which accelerometers, both on-board the LWD 

and embedded in the pavement, were put to the test in an experimental setting against 

measurements by several other types of sensors and a numerical model of a 

pavement/soil system under load. The researchers sought to understand how pavement 

surfaces and underlying soil layer deflect under dynamic truck loads at different speeds. 

However, the authors noticed significant disagreement (in magnitude) between the 

deflections measured by several displacement sensors and from integration of the 

accelerometer data: the accelerometers produced consistently higher deflection estimates. 

While some of this disagreement may be attributed to experimental error, the authors note 

one o f the primary issues with use of accelerometers for measurement o f deflections: the 

need to numerically integrate the resulting discrete data not once but twice to obtain the 

desired result. Arraigada et al. present several ways they dealt with this issue in their 

work, but this problem is common to a number of fields and there exists a significant 

body of work on the topic.
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2.5 Influence of Sensor Data Processing Techniques

Another major difference between LWDs is the technique by which the data from 

on-board sensors in processed into estimates of applied load and soil deflection. The 

Zorn LWD, for example, uses a digital low pass filter at much lower frequency than other 

LWDs to remove high frequency content from the accelerometer records introduced by 

its steel springs before integration to displacement.

2.5.1 LWD On-Board Data Processing

The Zom LW D’s accompanying data acquisition system records the raw 

acceleration data from the accelerometer during testing. For each test this data is low 

pass filtered at 200 Hz before being numerically integrated twice into displacement, using 

the trapezoid rule for integration. No correction for phase or magnitude distortion by 

sensor is applied. The maximum displacement value is converted to an elastic modulus 

value by eq. (2.1), assuming a constant load of 7.07 kN, a constant stress distribution 

factor of 7l /2 , and a constant Poisson’s ratio of 0.2123 (email communication, Matthias 

Weingart).

The Prima and Dynatest LWDs also have accompanying data acquisition systems. 

Both use fast correction algorithms that adjust for the amplitude and phase distortion 

introduced by their geophones. Regular calibration of the geophones provides their 

frequency response (attenuation and phase shift o f input motion). By applying the inverse 

of this response in the frequency domain, the raw geophone data can be corrected to true 

ground velocity [49] [52] (discussed in detail later). At least for the Prima LWD (and 

presumably similar for the Dynatest LWD) this data is low pass filtered at 700 Hz,
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corrected for dynamic measurement error, and numerically integrated once by simple 

trapezoid rule into displacement, based on email correspondence with Poul-Erik 

Jakobsen, International Sales Manager with Grontmij-Carl Bro. The elastic soil modulus 

E lwd is calculated from the peak deflection by eq. (2.1) with a default stress distribution 

factor A = 2 and Poisson’s ratio v = 0.5, though these values can be user defined.

The TFT is unique in its use of the deflection measurement at the time of peak 

force. This is in contrast to other LWDs that use the peak force and peak deflection, 

regardless of the slight phase lag of the deflection measurement from the applied force. 

Fleming [55] showed that a phase lag (shown in Figure 2.1) between the applied force 

and the motion of the load plate does exist in LWD tests. Fie noted that this phase lag 

increased with increasing plate mass, buffer stiffness, and soil stiffness, leading to his 

conclusion that the lag is a result of the inertia of the load plate and underlying soil. He 

also concluded that the peak deflection, not the deflection at the point of peak force, is the 

most appropriate value to use for calculation of moduli. Not using the peak deflection 

leads to underestimation of the deflection and thus overestimation of the elastic modulus 

[22], as in eq. (2.3).

2.5.2 Numerical Integration and Correction Schemes

It is common practice in many fields to integrate, numerically or otherwise, 

acceleration or velocity data to obtain displacement data. When working with 

experimental data, however, this can present several problems, the most noticeable of 

which is the potential for the integrated result to “drift”, trending up or down over time as 

shown in Figure 2.6. This drifting is due to the accumulation of errors both from
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numerical integration of the discrete source data and from inherent errors within the 

source data, such as random noise from system components or systematic errors due to 

some “mechanical or electrical hysteresis” [56] in the sensor. There does not appear to 

be any scholarly research on the topic of the influence of this integration error on LWD 

results.
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Figure 2.6 -  Example of Zom LWD test record, including velocity and displacement 
produced by integration of acceleration data. Static Ig acceleration measured by sensor 
removed from acceleration record. Note drifting behavior with time in velocity record 

and more prominently in displacement record.

Yang et al. present a simple correction scheme in [56] where they assume that the 

error present within the acceleration record is parabolic in nature. A general second order 

function is fit to the acceleration record by the least squares method, and then subtracted 

from the record. Integrating this corrected acceleration record yields corrected velocity 

and displacement estimates. In cases where some drift remains in the resulting velocity
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and displacement records, the authors suggest addition processing of the acceleration data 

by frequency domain filtering. The authors to compare their correction method to 

previous proposed schemes, such as Trifunac’s method [57], and to demonstrate that their 

correction method produces displacement results that can be used dynamic response 

analyses (i.e., without long period drifting behavior that can cause instability or 

inaccuracy in the results) and that the effect of the correction applied to the data is nearly 

undetectable. It should be noted that while this correction scheme and similar methods 

proposed over the years have been shown to be relatively good for short acceleration 

records, its foundational assumption of parabolic error falls apart for long records; it is 

this problem that led Trifunac to work towards a more generally applicable correction 

scheme.

Arraigada et al. [54] employed one of the simplest integration techniques: the 

trapezoidal rule of numerical integration which approximates a definite integral by linear 

interpolation between each pair of data points. Unfortunately, this method acts as 

something of a low pass filter, amplifying low frequency components of the input data 

and contributing to the characteristic “drifting” result. To compensate for this, the 

authors also implemented a correction scheme to eliminate this drift. Assuming that the 

deflection should be zero at points before and well after the application of load, the drift 

between these points is unknown but the authors use spline interpolation of a high order 

polynomial across the acceleration data to estimate the drift. This drift estimate is then 

removed from the calculated deflection to produce a final estimate of the deflection.

A comprehensive overview of the troubles encountered in integrating acceleration 

data to displacement is provided by Worden in [58]. He discusses error estimation
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techniques, including the polynomial method also employed by Arraigada et al, as well as 

the different integration scheme. As shown in Figure 2.7 different numerical integration 

techniques act as filters for any data that is integrated. The commonly employed 

trapezoidal rule does not amplify high frequency components, as with the other methods, 

but its low pass nature means any low frequency components, both signal and noise, are 

amplified relative to the rest of the spectrum.

Figure 2.7 -  Frequency response functions of several time domain integration techniques

A simpler approach is Boore’s linear interpolation technique presented in [59]. 

Working with earthquake acceleration data, Boore first fit a least-squares line to the latter 

portion of the velocity record obtained by direct numerical integration. Assuming a zero 

velocity point before the earthquake begins, he then applies a linear correction between 

the zero-velocity point and the least-squares line, through the strongest acceleration 

period of the earthquake. Subtracting this linear correction and the least-squares line 

from the velocity record eliminates drift, setting both ends of the record to zero velocity. 

By varying the point where the linear correction meets the least-squares line, Boore can

Simpson
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(Source: [58]).
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widely vary the displacement record that results (by numerical integration). He 

compared the integrated displacement result with data from nearby GPS sites to fine tune 

his correction scheme.

This works well for earthquake data in the presence of ample data from 

accelerometers and GPS receivers, where a priori information may be inferred regarding 

the displacement. However, this is precisely the limitation faced when working with 

LWDs; the accelerometer (or geophone) data are the only data available from an LWD 

test that can be related to deflection and are being relied upon to provide a complete 

record of that test. Even Arraigada et al. relied upon the assumption that no plastic 

deformation occurred during their tests, allowing them to assume a zero displacement 

condition before and after the test. An LWD test, however, can cause some permanent 

deformation of the test surface despite it being, ostensibly, a non-destructive test. This 

deformation is the source of a number of data processing issues. This deformation is of 

experimental interest in characterizing the soil, so estimating it accurately is important, 

but by its nature it eliminates the potential for a zero displacement assumption at the end 

of the displacement record. Also, the frequency content of the deformation is similar to 

any drifting error that may occur during integration, making it difficult to filter the data 

without attenuating important data.

Chen and Loh [60] sought to improve on Boore’s work by eliminating the need 

for a priori knowledge of displacement (in Boore’s case from GPS data) while still 

producing accurate deformation data from earthquake acceleration records. Their data 

processing algorithm [60] employs the Discrete Wavelet Transform, using a Meyer 

wavelet, to decompose the acceleration data, remove low frequency components, and
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produce a first estimate of the deformation by double integration. Applying a similar 

algorithm to velocity (integrated directly from initial acceleration data) yields a second 

deformation estimate. Combining these two estimates with some additional processing 

produces a final deformation estimate that Chen and Loh show compares favorably to 

available GPS data for the same location. The permanent deformation in most cases is 

within 10-20% of the corresponding GPS record.

2.6 Research Potential and Motivation

A number of researchers, notably Fleming [19], and Vennapusa and White [16], 

have contributed to the base of knowledge on the factors that influence the estimation of 

soil elastic modulus by different LWDs. Individually, a number of these factors have 

received considerable research attention and can be considered well characterized as far 

as their influence on modulus results and the differences between LWDs. The diameter 

of the load plate is a well-characterized variable. Similarly, the presence or lack of a load 

cell does introduce some error and variability but the literature is fairly clear on when and 

where the underlying assumptions are valid. Several researchers, notably Adam et al. 

[21], have both affirmed the design decision to rely on a constant load assumption for 

certain soil types and quantified the error such an assumption introduces.

The influence of the rigidity of the LWD load plate is almost an unknown in 

terms of its influence on modulus estimation. Manufacturers assume a stress distribution 

factor for their device, but beyond the work of Miller and Mooney [13] little has been 

done to quantify the validity those assumptions for different soil types. Nor have any 

researchers actually quantified the relative rigidities of different LWD load plates.
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Differences in measured deflection have been shown to be “the primary 

contributor to differences in calculated [modulus]” [16] and the mounting location of the 

deflection sensor is believed to be a major contributor to those differences. However 

much of the evidence for this is anecdotal and comes from the comparison of modulus 

results from one LWD model with a plate-mounted accelerometer to another model with 

a ground-based geophone. Groenendijk et al. are responsible for the most conclusive 

study on the topic [34]. They conclude that geophone placement on the soil gives 

modulus results that more closely match actual soil properties than plate-mounted 

geophones. However, the lack of deflection data or discussion thereof by Groenendijk et 

al. make it difficult to connect their differences in calculated modulus to sensor 

placement. Additionally, they used two LWD models, each with a different geophone 

mounting location, and did not separate the study of sensor location from the influence of 

other factors, such as load pulse differences between their LWDs.

No study, including Groenendijk et al, has separated and quantified the errors 

introduced by the choice of deflection sensor (accelerometer versus geophone) compared 

to that which is due to the mounting location o f those sensors, an important question 

given the prevalence of both sensor types in popular LWDs today. Nor has the inherent 

issue of numerical integration suffered by both accelerometers and, to a lesser extent, 

geophones been addressed. Numerical integration is a topic of research in itself but there 

is apparent lack of research on the error introduced by integration o f acceleration and 

velocity records in LWD data interpretation.
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CHAPTER 3

INFLUENCE OF DEFLECTION SENSOR TYPE

3.1 Introduction

It is common practice in many fields to integrate, numerically or otherwise, 

acceleration or velocity data to obtain displacement data. This is the case in LWD testing 

where the typical sensors employed to measure vertical deflection, accelerometers and 

geophones, both require numerical integration to produce estimates of deflection.

When working with experimental data, numerical integration can present several 

problems, the most noticeable of which is the potential for the integrated result to “drift”, 

trending up or down over time as shown in Figure 2.6. This drifting is due to the 

accumulation of errors both from numerical integration of the discrete source data and 

from inherent errors within the source data, such as noise from system components or 

systematic errors due to some “mechanical or electrical hysteresis” [56] in the sensor.

Through an evaluation of sensor noise and comparison of time history data from 

both sensors to known displacement records, the error introduced by integration of sensor 

data can be quantified.

3.2 Sensor Calibration

In order to ensure accurate data processing and comparison of data to that of other 

sensors, all sensors require calibration. Due to their rugged and simple construction, 

geophones, once calibrated, are not susceptible to drift over time but nonetheless require 

initial calibration to determine their natural frequency and sensitivity. Accelerometers
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may be more susceptible to drift with time and environmental conditions (e.g., 

temperature), but are more easily calibrated. Because of their high natural frequency, 

they introduce minimal dynamic measurement error when used well below this 

frequency, requiring only calibration for sensitivity.

3.2.1 Geophone Calibration

The Prima LWD uses three SENSOR Nederland SM-6 geophones with a nominal 

natural frequency of 4.5 Hz and sensitivity of 27.55 V/m/s [61]. The Prima’s 

manufacturer, Grontmij-Carl Bro, employs a proprietary calibration method that applies a 

known velocity or displacement on a range of frequencies to the geophone and measures 

the sensor’s response. Based on the response, they determine each geophone’s natural 

frequency and sensitivity. The manufacturer’s method is both proprietary and requires 

expensive equipment; the following procedure replicates its results with available 

hardware.

A Bruel Kjaer 4810 miniature shaker provided the vibration source for this 

calibration. This is a single axis (vertical) shaker designed specifically to provide a 

broadband vibration source for sensor calibration and other applications. Each geophone 

is supplied in a plastic case to protect the geophone and has a threaded boss on its base 

that allows the sensor to be coupled to a range of accessories, such as the mounting 

brackets for the LW D’s center geophone or the spikes required for good coupling of 

radial geophones to the soil. A specially-designed aluminum coupler screwed into the 

head of the shaker and provided a hole into which each geophone could thread, rigidly 

fixing the geophone to the shaker.
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The shaker provides no feedback on the magnitude of its vibration. A 

measurement of its motion is required, so an eddy current displacement sensor was 

focused on an aluminum plate secured in line with the vibrating geophone. The eddy 

current sensor, an eddyNCDT3010 by Micro-Epsilon Corp., was recently calibrated 

across its measurement range of 0.6 to 6.6 mm. The geophone was driven across a range 

of frequencies from 10-50 Hz. Data were taken from the geophone and the eddy current 

sensor. After applying a simple low pass digital filter at 250 Hz to remove noise, the 

displacement data from the eddy current sensor was numerically differentiated to velocity 

for comparison to the geophone’s output, as shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.

The calibration plot in Figure 3.1 shows an example of the calibration plots 

generated at each frequency for each geophone. At the lowest frequency, about 10 Hz, 

some unsteady motion was recorded and resulted in poor calibration curves. An example 

of this unsteady behavior is shown in Figure 3.2. Data from all other frequencies closely 

resembled the linear calibration curve shown in Figure 3.1. As a result, the lowest 

frequency is not considered when calculating the average sensitivity for each geophone. 

Table 3.1 presents the sensitivity values from the slope of the least squares fit to the curve 

for each frequency, as shown in Figure 3.1. Averaging the sensitivities for each 

geophone (excluding the 10 Hz value, as explained above), gives an estimate of the 

sensor’s sensitivity. For geophone 1 this value is 27.37 V/m/s, with the other two 

geophones being slightly higher, at 27.46 V/m/s and 27.70 V/m/s, respectively. Applying 

these sensitivities to the geophone data, the geophone and eddy current data may be 

compared in the time domain as shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.1 -  Comparison of the velocity derived from the eddy current sensor to the 
output of geophone 2 at a shaker frequency of approximately 30 Hz. The slope of the 

best fit line (by least squares method) provides an estimate of the geophone’s sensitivity,
m = 27.177 V/m/s.
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Figure 3.2 -  Example of poor data recorded at the lowest excitation frequency, about 10 
Hz, taken from geophone 3. Data from this frequency for all geophones was ignored in

calculating average sensitivity.
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Table 3.1 -  Summary of least squares sensitivity values at each drive frequency for the
three geophones.

___________Sensitivity (V/m/s)___________
Frequency (Hz) Geophone 1 Geophone 2 Geophone 3

10 23.29" 24.88" 23.82"
15 27.63 27.31 27.79
20 28.35 28.39 28.50
25 27.57 27.42 27.67
30 27.13 27.17 27.44
35 27.19 27.16 27.85
40 27.18 27.51 27.62
45 27.11 27.37 27.43
50 26.79 27.35 27.33

aData points not included in averaged sensitivity due to poor 
data quality___________________________________________
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Figure 3.3 -  Comparison of time domain geophone and eddy current velocity signals for 
geophone 2 at approximately 25 Hz after applying its average sensitivity of 27.46 V/m/s. 

Note phase leading of geophone compared to eddy current.
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Figure 3.4 -  Displacement signals from eddy current sensor and integration of geophone 
data from test with geophone 2 at approximately 25 Hz (same as Figure 3.3). Note that 
geophone signal has DC offset due to data not beginning at zero velocity (somewhere in 

the middle of a sinusoidal cycle rather than at beginning).

After applying the average sensitivity to each geophone time history and again 

using a least squares approach, the phase delay between the geophone and eddy current 

data was determined. The eddy current velocity data were regressed in time until it best 

matched the geophone data and the time difference between the original and regressed 

datasets was converted to phase delay. The phase delay data are shown in Figure 3.5. 

These phase delay values at each discrete frequency for each geophone could then be 

compared to those values predicted by a theoretical model of the geophones (presented in 

Section 3.3). Adjusting the natural frequency in the model for a least squares fit to the 

phase delay data produced an estimate of the natural frequency for each geophone, given 

in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.5 -  Summary of sensitivity and phase delay values at each frequency for the 
three geophones. Note outlying values at 10 Hz, and comparison of phase data to 

theoretical model for geophone with too = 4.5 Hz and Ç = 0.713.

Table 3.2 -  Summary of averaged sensitivity values and estimated natural frequencies for 
the three geophones compared to the manufacturer’s specification [61]. All calibrated

values fall within the specification.

Geophone Natural Frequency (Hz) Sensitivity (V/m/s)
Manuf. Spec. 4.5 (±0.5) 27.55 (±5%)

1 4.79 27.37
2 4.49 27.46
3 4.62 27.70

It was hoped that the geophones could be calibrated independent of the eddy 

current sensor for use in an experiment that compared their output to that of several other 

sensors, including the eddy current sensor. To this end this calibration procedure was 

first done with a laser velocimeter in place of the displacement sensor, but the 

velocimeter was found to be grossly out of calibration and there was not time to allow for

■*— G e o p h o n e  1 
— G e o p h o n e  2 

■3— G e o p h o n e  3 

— Theore t ica l  (© = 4 . 5  Hz)



adequate calibration of the instrument. However, calibration with the eddy current sensor 

proved straightforward and effective, and lacking an effective alternative, this method 

will more than suffice for geophone calibration.

3.2.2 Accelerometer Calibration

Accelerometer calibration may be performed in many different ways. The 

simplest and most straightforward for MEMS accelerometers (with a frequency range 

extending to 0 Hz) involves placing the accelerometer on a flat surface such that its 

measurement axis is oriented parallel to gravity. This gives an output at +1 g of 

acceleration. Flipping the accelerometer over gives an output at -Ig. Fitting a line to 

these two data points yields both the sensitivity and zero offset of the sensor from the 

slope and y-intercept of the line, respectively.
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y = Q.01974*x + Q. 004872

S 001
tO
0 m

1  -0.01

- 0.02
Exp. D a ta  

 L inea r  Fit
-0.03

-0.5 0.5
Acceleration [g]

Figure 3.6 -  Calibration data and linear fit for Measurement Specialties 4000A-100
accelerometer.
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This procedure was performed on the Zorn LWD’s Measurement Specialties 

4000A-100 accelerometer. Based on the data shown in Figure 3.6, the accelerometer has 

a sensitivity of 19.74 mV/g and a zero offset of 4.8 mV. These values compare favorably 

with the manufacturer’s specification of 20 mV/g and 0 V offset [62].

3.3 Dynamic Measurement Error Correction

Inertial sensors produce a measurement signal that represents the measurand

combined with some measurement error. Both accelerometers and geophones are mass-

spring systems, governed by the second-order differential equation,

d 2x  dx d 2u  (3.1)
1 F  + 2 ^ o —  + a>0x = w

where x  is the measured displacement of the mass relative to the sensor housing, { is the 

damping ratio, m0 is the undamped natural frequency, and u  is the measurand: ground or 

base displacement.

The Prima LWD uses a SensorNederland SM-6 geophone for its displacement 

sensor. The specific sensor used in this paper has a sensitivity of 27.38 V/m/s and natural 

frequency of 4.788 Hz (discussed in Section 3.2.1), giving it a signal to noise ratio of 

about 64 dB in LWD application. Because a geophone creates an output signal by the 

inductive effect of a suspended magnet moving within a stationary coil of wire, the 

induced voltage signal in the coil is proportional to the velocity of the magnet, or
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where vg is the induced, or output, voltage signal and Sg is the sensitivity of the 

geophone. Transforming eq. (3.1) into the frequency domain, substituting jco for time 

derivatives gives,

—Cü^X +  2Çûô0 (jûX T  cüqX  — —cü^ U  (3.3)

in terms of the frequency domain proof mass relative displacement X  and ground 

displacement U. Solving for X,

x =  - ; ; 1 ______ ^  (34)
—  CO  +  2 < ^ 6 0 o 6 U  +  O J q

Because geophones operate on the principal of magnetic induction, with an output 

proportional to proof mass velocity, and they are ostensibly velocity sensors, it is useful 

to write eq. (3.4) in terms of proof mass velocity and ground velocity rather than

displacement. Substituting jco ^  and joo ^  for X  and U, respectively,

a x  _  a u  (3.5)
d t  —ru2 T  2 ^ OJqoj +  cüq d t

Based on eq. (3.5) a transfer function Hg can be defined relating the geophone’s 

response vg to input ground velocity

- j ^  (3-6)
9  9  — a ) 2 + 2 Ç ( jû0 o ) + ûûq

Figure 3.7 shows the magnitude and phase of Hg as a function o f frequency, with 

the magnitude normalized to approach a value of unity with increasing frequency. Since 

the sensor’s output voltage vg is input ground velocity (or acceleration) modified in the 

frequency domain according to a transfer function Hg,
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= H,
dU (3.7)

dt ' 9 dt

applying the inverse of the transfer function in the frequency domain to the output of an 

accelerometer or geophone will return the sensor output into the desired domain of 

ground motion,

1 6%, _  6Ü (3.8)
Hg dt dt

Specifically, taking the Fast Fourier Transform of a sensor’s output in the time 

domain, each frequency component of the sensor’s output can be multiplied by the 

inverse transfer function evaluated at that frequency. The result can be returned to the 

time domain by an inverse Fast Fourier Transform.
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Figure 3.7 -  Magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) response and inverse correction 
function for geophone (in blue, a)0 = 4.5 Hz, Ç = 0.713) and accelerometer (in black, a)0 = 

6 kHz, Ç = 0.7). Note attenuation by geophone of frequency components below natural 
frequency and the corresponding amplification by the correction function.
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The accelerometer used for deflection measurement by the Zorn LWD is a 

Measurement Specialties 4000A MEMS accelerometer, with a sensitivity of 0.01974 V/g 

(discussed in Section 3.2.2) and a natural frequency of 6 kHz [62]. When used in LWD 

applications the sensor has a signal to noise ratio of about 38 dB. Such accelerometers 

are constructed of a machined silicon wafer containing a proof mass (simply the large, 

central portion of the wafer with thin metal plates on either side) suspended by thin, 

machined silicon arms. This wafer is sandwiched between two metal plates so that the 

plates on the mass and these outer plates form a set of simple capacitors. As the proof 

mass oscillates, the capacitance of these capacitors changes. Thus the voltage output of 

the accelerometer is proportional to the displacement of the proof mass by a sensitivity 

constant in units of volts per unit displacement of the proof mass,

As accelerometers are utilized to provide measurement of acceleration but provide 

an output proportional to proof mass displacement, eq. (3.5) for the dynamic response of 

a second order sensor can be modified to model an accelerometer by substituting

— Ct)2  +  2Çù)o 0ô +  6 l)q d û 2 

Again, a transfer function Ha can be defined to give the accelerometer’s response 

to ground acceleration,

(3.9)

1 (3.10)

1 (3.11)
—a)2 +  2 Ç ü ) 0 <j o  +  ù)q
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The inverse of this transfer function Ha can be applied as with the geophone 

transfer function Hg to remove measurement error introduced by the accelerometer.

3.4 Experimental Sensor Comparison

Using the correction scheme described previously, the dynamic measurement 

error introduced by an LW D’s deflection sensor can be removed. Now able to compare 

the outputs of an accelerometer and geophone without the differences introduced by their 

dynamics, an experimental study was undertaken to compare the two sensors to one 

another and to a measure of actual displacement.

3.4.1 Instrumentation LWD

To this end an Instrumentation LWD, shown in Figure 3.8, was designed and 

constructed. Three sensors are aligned axially within the body of the Instrumentation 

LWD to ensure they are subjected to and measure the same motion. A Micro-Epsilon 

eddyNCDT 3010 displacement sensor provides a measure of the true deflection for 

comparison to the accelerometer and geophone taken from the Zorn and Prima LWDs. 

Impulse loads using the Zorn LWD drop mass and buffer assembly were performed with 

the Instrumentation LWD resting on rubber pads. Figure 3.9 shows an example of a 

typical dataset after correction for dynamic measurement error. Accelerometer-based 

displacement data taken with the setup were found to “drift” off unrealistically (typically 

causing overestimation of deflection) and neither sensor’s integrated, measurement error- 

corrected data matches the “truth” provided by the displacement sensor.
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Figure 3.8 -  Instrumentation LWD: impulse load is applied vertically and motion of the 
device is measured by three sensors for comparison of deflection data
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Figure 3.9 -  Example of typical displacement results, corrected for sensor dynamic 
measurement error, from Instrumentation LWD subjected to impulse loading.
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3.4.2 Errors in Sensor Data

The measured voltage output of an accelerometer, given in eq. (3.11), is a 

function of the actual acceleration a ( t)  multiplied by the sensitivity of the sensor Sa and 

any error in that sensitivity value SSa [63]. The bias voltage of the accelerometer 

provides a constant additive factor Vb, along with any error in that factor 0Vb. Lumping 

noise from all sources (thermal, electrical, etc.) together contributes an additional time 

varying term.

KneasCO = ^ a ( l  + ^ a ) a ( 0  +  ^  + 0Vb +  VnoiseW (3-12)

Removing the bias voltage and dividing by the sensitivity of the sensor gives the 

measured acceleration ameas(t),

/ x _  Kieasit) ~  ^ ( 0  (3.13)
Q-measyt)  ~  ç

Double integrating eq. (3.13) (assuming initial velocity and displacement are 

zero) produces the measured displacement x meaSaccel(t),

Q'meas CO d td t

Substituting into eq. (3.14) for the measured acceleration from eq. (3.13),

a m e a s ( t ) d t d t  +  j  V 0 d t  +  X Q
(3.14)
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a( t )  + SSaa ( t ) + ^ + Vnoise(ty
°a °a

a m  ( 3 1 5 )

=  J j  a { t )d td t  +  SSa j j  a { t )d td t

+ ^ [ f  d t d t +  [ f  ï n s ^ l d td t
Sa JJ JJ Sa

Expanding eq. (3.15) the actual displacement x ( t)  can be substituted for the 

double integral of acceleration.

Xmeasaccent) = x{ t )  +  ÔSax{t)  +  +  J J  d t d t  ^

By similar logic for the integration of velocity data from a geophone into 

displacement,

x meas~~~(ÏÏ = x ( ^  +  ÔSnx ( t )  + —A t  +  f
J

Through the integration of acceleration into displacement, any errors in the 

measured acceleration are amplified, causing the displacement record to “drift” as shown 

in example in Figure 3.9. Integration of velocity data, as shown in eq. (3.17), could be 

expected to produce less amplification of these errors as the lumped noise function is 

integrated only once and bias error is proportional to t  rather than t 2. Based on the 

accelerometer model in eq. (3.13), the measured displacements xmeas(t) in eqs. (3.16) 

and (3.17) differ from the actual displacement by a scaling factor 55 on the actual 

displacement and by time dependant noise and bias voltage terms.

As shown in eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), any error in the sensor’s sensitivity 55 scales 

the actual displacement record linearly. As a result sensitivity errors cannot be the cause 

of the observed drifting. There is the possibility of vibration rectification error (i.e., a
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difference in the positive and negative going sensitivities of a sensor), but for the Zorn 

LWD accelerometer, this is expected to be insignificant, i.e., less than 1 mg/g-rms2 (email 

correspondence, Thomas Connelly).

The noise term in eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), however, can lead to drifting. If the 

time-dependent noise term is truly “white” (meaning truly random about zero) cannot 

lead to drift errors because the integral of that noise goes to zero. However, if the noise 

signal is finite in length, it may be weighed slightly above or below zero. To determine if 

this caused the observed drifting behavior, noise data were collected from the two 

deflection sensors and integrated once or twice into displacement. The raw data have a 

noise level of approximately 0.28 mVrms for both sensors, indicating the source of much 

of this noise is common to both sensors (e.g., due to data acquisition system, electrical 

noise in the lab, etc).

Drifting is quite apparent in the accelerometer-based displacement records, shown 

in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, and results from the accumulation of this slight offset 

through two rounds of integration. Geophone records show much less drifting, barely 

visible beneath the noise in the signals (see Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13). For the 

accelerometer, noise integration over 10 ms produced a la  uncertainty of 1.8 fim in 

measured deflection with a mean value of 0.31 jum while the geophone only sees about 

0.00031 frni uncertainty with a mean of 0.000013 fim. For noise records 20 ms in 

length, these uncertainties grew to 5.2 /rm and 0.026 iaiti with mean values of 0.60 (im 

and 0.0011 fim, respectively.
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Figure 3.10 -  A total of 732 accelerometer noise signals integrated twice to give 
displacement. Data taken with Measurement Specialties 4000A-100 accelerometer 
oriented with principal axis parallel to gravity so sensor gives - Ig nominal signal.
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Displacement Error at 20 ms [urn]

Figure 3.11 -  Histogram of last displacement value from each signal for accelerometer-
based displacements shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.12 -  A total of 732 geophone noise signals integrated to give displacement. 
Note majority of displacement signals are much smaller than the blips produced by

random noise.
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Figure 3.13 -  Histogram of last displacement value from each signal for geophone-based
displacements shown in Figure 3.12.
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The drifting produced by simple noise is orders of magnitude too small to account 

for all the drifting observed, as in Figure 3.9. Error in the bias voltage 0Vb, however, is a 

perfect candidate for causing the observed drifting behavior. Processing of acceleration 

data involves removing either average voltage at beginning of record or sensor sensitivity 

plus calibrated bias (to remove Ig DC signal and inherent sensor bias). Removal of the 

average voltage assumes that the LWD is not in motion at beginning of record but in 

reality it is (e.g., motion of user, motion due to falling drop mass, etc). The other option, 

removing the Ig sensor sensitivity plus calibrated bias removes values calibrated in 

laboratory conditions, which are not the same as experimental (many testing days were 

30-40 deg colder than laboratory). The “calibrated” sensor bias is temperature 

dependent, such that, according to Thomas Connelly, “even...a few degrees [are] 

sufficient to move the zero offset a number of millivolts”.

Movement of the zero offset, either by unintended motion or temperature, shifts 

the resulting acceleration record up or down and, based on eq. (3.16), any error in bias 

voltage accumulates as a function of t 2 in displacement error. When integrated even a 

small constant shift in acceleration leads to significant deflection errors and is, according 

to Thomas Connelly, the “predominant contributor [to errors in displacement]”. A bias 

error of just 1 m V  (or about 0.0 5$ for the Zorn accelerometer) yields an error of 224 /j.m 

in peak deflection (when assumed to occur 10 ms after initial loading). Based on eq. 

(3.16), the bias error should show up as a function of t 2 in displacement, so fitting the 

fun c tio n /(x ) =  A t 2 (such that A =  0Vb/2 S a from eq. (3.16)) to the accelerometer 

displacement record enables correction of bias error accumulation. Subtracting this 

function from the record removes the accumulated bias error. Similarly, for the
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geophone displacement record the function /  (x) = A t  (such that A = ÔVb/Sg based on 

eq. (3.17)) can be fit and removed. Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 show this correction 

applied to accelerometer and geophone data, respectively, resulting in much closer 

agreement between the two sensors and the displacement sensor data.
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Figure 3.14 -  For the same test as in Figure 3.9, the accelerometer-based displacement 
before and after integration error correction. A function of t2 (green) has been fit to 

integrated data (dashed line) and then subtracted to produce corrected displacement (solid
line).

On average peak deflection measurements from the accelerometer differ from the 

displacement sensor by 4.8% when corrected only for sensor measurement error. This 

difference is reduced to 0.9% when the t 2 correction for integration error is applied. The 

geophone data differed from the displacement sensor’s measurement by 1.16% and after 

applying a similar correction for integration error (using a function of t  instead of t 2 

based on eq. (3.17)), this difference remained basically unchanged at 1.15%.
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Figure 3.15 -  For the same test as in Figure 3.9, the geophone-based displacement before 
and after integration error correction. A function of / (green) has been fit to integrated 
data (dashed line) and then subtracted to produce corrected displacement (solid lines).

Peak deflection is commonly used for LWD data interpretation, but the full time 

history, up to rebound and potential loss of contact between the LWD and soil, may also 

be of interest. Assuming this point to 15 ms from the start of deflection, the 

accelerometer deflection differs from the displacement transducer measurement by an 

average of 39.1% before correction and 9.7% after the correction is applied. Similarly 

the geophone measurement is, on average, 4.5% different from the displacement 

transducer measurement before correction and 2.5% different after. The accelerometer 

and geophone records in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 show significant similarity and 

share common differences from the displacement transducer record. This suggests that at 

least some of the difference that remains between the sensors after correcting for 

integration error is due to systematic error from the design of the Instrumentation LWD.
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CHAPTER 4

INFLUENCE OF PLATE RIGIDITY AND LOAD PULSE 
BY FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

4.1 Static LWD Modeling

The interaction of LWD loading with the soil was modeled in the commercial 

finite element package COMSOL Multiphysics™. Initial analysis was done statically 

and compared to the Boussinesq analytical solutions [64] for verification, first for a point 

load then for a uniform, distributed load. The soil was modeled as an axisymmetric 

cylinder with a radius of 50 m and a height of 50 m, as shown in Figure 4.1. The soil was 

assumed to be a linearly elastic, isotropic solid with an elastic modulus of 60 MPa and 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.35 at a density of 2000 kg/m3. A static load of 7 kN was applied first 

to a point at the center of the soil cylinder and then uniformly distributed across a 0.1 m 

radius circular area at the center o f the soil cylinder to mimic the load applied by an 

LWD test. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the modeled results for a uniform load closely 

matching Boussinesq’s analytical solutions for stress and deflection of an elastic half 

space. A parametric study was conducted to understand the influence of finite element 

parameters on the model’s prediction for the quantity of interest, deflection of the soil 

under the center of the LWD plate. Mesh size was found to have a significant influence 

on this deflection value (as shown in Figure 4.4). For a loaded area of radius 0.1 m, less 

than 4% variation o f the final deflection value occurs for mesh sizes above 0.005 m; 

below this dimension the results begin to diverge. A mesh size of 0.025 m was selected 

to limit model complexity and computation time while away from the range in which 

results began to diverge.
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Figure 4.1 -  Axisymmetric static soil/LWD load plate model in COMSOL Multiphysics 
with mesh size set to 0.025 m. A uniform load is being applied to the surface o f the plate.
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Figure 4.2 -  Vertical normal stress in soil directly under center o f uniformly loaded plate
as function o f depth.
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Figure 4.3 -  Soil deflection directly under center of uniform plate load as function of
depth.
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Figure 4.4 -  Normalized peak deflection under uniformly loaded rigid 300mm diameter 
plate for different mesh sizes. Results normalized to peak deflection for 0.1 m mesh size.
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Additionally, the influence of the soil cylinder’s dimensions on the final 

deflection estimate was explored. Less than 3% variation in the maximum deflection 

value was seen for soil cylinder dimensions (radius and height) greater than 5 m for a 200 

mm LWD plate as shown in Figure 4.5. Similarly, the results presented in Figure 4.6 

show approximately 4% variation in maximum deflection under a 300 mm plate for soil 

dimensions above 2.5 m. The cause of the minor oscillations and variation in deflection 

estimates is not clear, but overall, less than 4% variation was seen for soil dimensions 

greater than 30 m. A soil height and radius of 50 m was selected for static analyses, but 

this could be reduced significantly with less than 5% influence on results if 

computational time becomes an issue.
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Figure 4.5 -  Normalized maximum deflection for 200 mm plate under centered uniform 
load with varying side length of square, axisymmetric soil zone. Results normalized to 

the peak deflection at 100 m soil zone side length.
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Figure 4.6 -  Normalized maximum deflection for 300 mm plate under centered uniform 
load with varying side length of square, axisymmetric soil zone. Results normalized to 

the peak deflection at 100 m soil zone side length.

4.2 Dynamic LWD Modeling

The results of the static analyses in COMSOL™ were used as a basis for dynamic 

analyses of LWD tests. With the same material properties and elasticity assumptions for 

the soil as in the static analysis, the static model was extended for dynamic analysis based 

on work by Senseney [65]. Senseney used an axisymmetric, hemispherical model of the 

soil surrounded by a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML); the PML, in theory, absorbs energy 

transmitted to the boundary and prevent reflections back into the analyzed soil region. 

Additionally, as in Senseney's work, the LW D’s load plate, typically an aluminum or 

steel plate 150-300 mm in diameter, was included in the FE model for initial parametric 

studies and more complete models of LWDs used in later load pulse and structural 

studies.
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Similar to Senseney’s work a frequency domain method was applied to this model 

to provide dynamic analysis capability. A time domain representation of the force 

applied to the soil by an LWD test was transformed into the frequency domain (see 

Figure 4.7) and a parametric sweep of the discrete frequency components conducted by 

COMSOL™.

4.2.1 Validation and Parametric Studies

In initial parametric studies the impulse applied to the soil by an LWD test was 

approximated as a 25 Hz half sine wave with amplitude 7 kN; some analyses were also 

conducted with a versine wave (see Lukanen [31]). Inverse Fourier transformation of the 

resulting frequency components calculated by COMSOL™ provided a time domain 

representation of the soil’s response.
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Figure 4.7 -  Synthetic sinusoidal time domain force signal along with frequency domain
magnitude and phase components.
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Using the initial soil and PML dimensions used by Senseney, the number of 

frequency components analyzed by COMSOL™ was varied to investigate their influence 

on the deflection results, based on the frequency resolution of 0.61 Hz provided by the 

Fast Fourier Transform code. The variation of the peak deflection observed at the center 

of the load LWD plate with increasing numbers of components is shown in Figure 4.8. 

Maximum deflection varied less than 1% for 300 or more frequency components, 

indicating that the frequency content of the load impulse is concentrated below about 180 

Hz, as the Bode plot in Figure 4.7 suggests.
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Figure 4.8 -  Influence of the number of analyzed frequency components (resolution of 
0.61 Hz) on the modeled peak center deflection of a uniformly loaded 200 mm rigid 

LWD load plate normalized to the peak deflection calculated from 1000 components.

As in the static analysis, the influence of finite element mesh size was also

investigated. Although COMSOL™’s built-in meshing tool was utilized, the maximum

mesh size on the boundary where the soil and the load plate meet was constrained to
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different values. Approximately 5% variation in maximum deflection was seen for 

maximum mesh sizes down to 0.0025m before the results began to diverge, perhaps to 

due accumulation of numerical errors with the increasing number of elements. This 

result matches the conclusions of the static analysis; maximum mesh size on the order of 

0.01m was found to be appropriate for our analyses. Figure 4.9 shows the mesh size 

analysis results for peak deflections at the center of the LWD plate. It should be noted 

that nearly identical results were observed at two radial offset locations, 0.3 m and 0.6 m, 

which are typical locations of additional sensors used in LWD testing.
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Figure 4.9 -  Influence of maximum mesh size on modeled peak center deflection for a 
uniformly loaded 200 mm rigid LWD load plate normalized to the result at 0.02 m.

The dimensions of the soil and PML layers were also investigated for their

influence on the deflection results. Above about 3 m, the soil hemisphere radius has little

effect on the deflection results (Figure 4.10), giving at most 3% variation for a constant

PML thickness of 10 m.
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Figure 4.10 -  Influence of soil hemisphere radius on estimated maximum center 
deflection for a uniformly loaded 200 mm rigid LWD load plate. Results assume 0.01 m 
mesh size and 500 frequency components, and are normalized to the peak deflection at 10

m soil zone radius.

However, Senseney expressed some skepticism about the need for a PML in his 

COMSOL™ model. Varying the thickness of the PML yields no specific trends for the 

influence of the PML on the deflection results except to introduce approximately 5% 

variation for a constant soil radius of 5 m, as shown in Figure 4.11. An analysis of the 

influence of soil hemisphere radius in the absence of the PML (Figure 4.12) yields the 

same results as the analysis with the PML, that above a radius of 3 m, the variation in 

deflection values drops below 3%. This would suggest that the PML, as implemented in 

COMSOL™, does not contribute significantly in any way to the deflection results and 

could be removed without any adverse effects.
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Figure 4.11 - Influence of PML thickness on maximum center deflection for a uniformly 
loaded 200 mm rigid LWD load plate. Results assume 0.01 m mesh size and 500 

frequency components, and are normalized to the peak deflection at 20 m PML thickness.
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Figure 4.12 -  Influence of soil hemisphere radius on estimated maximum center 
deflection for a uniformly loaded 200 mm rigid LWD load plate without PML. Results 

assume 0.01 m mesh size and 500 frequency components, and are normalized to the peak
deflection at 15 m soil zone radius.
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Intrinsic soil damping is complex and a topic of considerable study today, but 

COMSOL™’s Structural Mechanics module allows only the use of either a single 

constant loss factor or the mass- and stiffness-proportional constants of Rayleigh 

damping. For simplicity, a constant loss factor of 0.1 was utilized throughout the 

analyses discussed above. It is interesting to note the influence of varying this loss factor 

on the maximum deflection values, as shown in Figure 4.13. Within the range typically 

assumed for soils, from about 0.01 to 0.1, the maximum deflection values change by no 

more than 3% but rapidly diverge below 0.005.
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Figure 4.13 -  Influence of Loss Factor on peak center deflection values for a uniformly 
loaded 200 mm rigid LWD load plate without PML. Results assume 0.01 m mesh size 

and 500 frequency components, and are normalized to the peak deflection with loss factor
of 0.1.
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4.2.2 LWD Modeling Results

The deflection measured by a single sensor at the center o f an LW D’s load plate 

depends on a number of factors in addition to soil stiffness, including the size of the plate, 

the applied force, and the rigidity of the plate. The Zorn and Prima LWDs are 

structurally different. In this study, we investigated the influence of structural rigidity on 

resulting deflections. In addition, the load pulse delivered to the Zorn and Prima LWDs is 

considerably different. We investigated the influence o f load pulse on normalized 

deflection.

In order to address the influence of the geometric and loading differences between 

the Zorn and Prima LWDs, the frequency domain-based axisymmetric finite element 

model discussed previously was enhanced with models o f two specific LWDs, the Zorn 

ZFG2000 and Prima 100. All materials were assumed to be linear elastic with material 

properties as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 -  Summary of material properties assigned in COMSOL™ FE model.

Material Properties_______ Soil Aluminum (Prima) Steel (Zorn)
Density [kg/m 3] 2000 2700 7850
LWD Mass [kg] -- 5.9 13.9

Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.35 0.33 0.28
Modulus of Elasticity [GPa] 0.05-0.6 69 205

Damping (loss factor, Q______ 0.05_____________0_________________ 0_

The geometries of the two LWDs were approximated as simplified axisymmetric 

bodies with 300 mm diameter load plates, as shown in Figure 4.14. For both LWDs the 

load cell is excluded from this model but is assumed to deliver a uniform load to the 

housing below. The Zorn LWD’s load plate is 19mm thick and its housing is 100 mm in 

diameter by 57 mm tall. A central cavity 36 mm in diameter and 32 mm tall
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approximates the non-symmetric cavity for the on-board accelerometer. The Prima 

LW D’s load plate is approximated as a single plate, 20 mm thick, with a central annulas 

40 mm in diameter. The Prima housing has a 5 mm thick flange at its bottom and a 100 

mm diameter cylindrical body with 5 mm thick walls. This is capped by a 10 mm thick 

plate at the top. The Zorn LWD is constructed exclusively from steel; while the Prima’s 

structure is entirely aluminum (the specific metal alloys and heat treatments are not 

known but would have only a minor impact on the properties in Table 4.1).

APPLIED LOAD

APPLIED LOAD

ZORN LWD PRIMA LWD

SOIL REGIONSOIL REGION

Rad. 15 mRad. 15 m

Figure 4.14 -  Frequency domain-based dynamic, linear elastic, axisymmetric finite 
element models o f Zorn and Prima LWDs on homogeneous soil regions in COMSOL

Multiphysics.

The force time histories applied by the Zorn and Prima LWDs are shown in 

Figure 4.15. The observed differences are due to the buffer systems used on each LWD. 

The Zorn LWD uses a series o f circular steel disc springs which produce the 

characteristic ringing behavior. The Prima LWD uses a set o f conical rubber buffers
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which produce the much smoother load pulse in general but are also responsible for the 

small blip in initial loading, visible in Figure 4.15 (email correspondence, Poul-Erik 

Jakobsen). Using frequency domain representations of the load pulses, shown in Figure 

4.16, both the Zorn and Prima load pulses can be applied to each LWD model to 

investigate the influence of both the load pulse shape and the LWD geometry on the 

resulting soil deflection. The frequency response of each FE model is evaluated 

parametrically at each discrete frequency and then the results are returned to the time 

domain by inverse discrete Fourier transformation. The unfiltered Zorn load pulse was 

applied to both LWD geometries; this load pulse was then digitally low pass filtered at 

200 Hz. This filtered load pulse was used only for determination of the “peak” load for 

use in standard LWD modulus calculation and for normalization of the deflection results 

(email communication, Matthias Weingart).

Based on the results presented in Section 4.2.1, a radius of 15 m was used for the 

soil zone. The mesh size at the soil/LWD interface was limited to 0.0075 m. However, 

due to differences between the synthetic load pulse used previously and the actual LWD 

load pulses (see Figure 4.15), an additional parametric study was conducted to determine 

what frequency content was required to achieve convergence of the peak center 

deflection. The results of this study are shown in Figure 4.17 and clearly indicate the 

need for modeling of load data up to about 450 Hz (750 components at 0.61 Hz 

resolution) to achieve convergence of the peak center deflection to within 1%. Based on 

Figure 4.16, frequency data up to 450 Hz accounts for the nearly all o f the energy of the 

load pulses; the secondary frequency peak for Zorn load pulse at 700 Hz, an echo of the 

content at 350 Hz, was found to have an insignificant effect.
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Figure 4.15 -  Applied load pulses from Zorn and Prima LWDs. Raw Zorn load data have 
been low pass filtered at 200 Hz to remove high frequency vibration and provide accurate

“maximum” force for calculations.
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Figure 4.16 -  Frequency domain data for applied load pulses shown in Figure 4.15. Note 
that both load pulses are concentrated below 100 Hz, but the Zorn load pulse contains

minor peaks around 350 Hz and 700 Hz.
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Figure 4.17 -  Convergence of LWD models’ peak center soil surface deflection as a 
function of the number of frequency components of their respective load pulses analyzed 

by the FE models (component resolution = 0.6104 Hz).

The response of the two finite element models to the applied load pulses are 

shown in Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19, compared to the measured response from the 

experimental data. It should be noted that although results at several values of soil 

elasticity are included for reference, the soil’s elastic modulus and the dynamic modulus 

estimated from LWD results (by eq. (2.1)) are entirely different moduli and thus 

incompatible for direct comparison. The Zorn LW D’s response differs from the modeled 

response (see Figure 4.18), primarily because the experimental data record the loss of 

contact between the plate and soil during the last 15 ms of the data. This cannot be 

compared to the model’s measurement of the plate motion because the model does not 

allow for this loss of contact.
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Figure 4.18 -  Time histories of center deflection at soil surface. Experimental data (from 
Site 2 Granular Base) plotted over model results for Zorn LWD model under unfiltered

The Prima LW D’s experimental and modeled responses, shown in Figure 4.19, 

also differ despite similar deflection measurement locations. The experimental 

deflections do not return to zero, indicating permanent deformation of the underlying soil. 

Additionally, the experimental data show a significant time lag compared to the modeled 

result, similar to that seen between the GS and GP Prima LWD configurations in the 

experimental data (to be discussed later, see Section 5.1). Interestingly, the GP-based 

deflection, also shown in Figure 4.19, has no time delay compared to the modeled 

response. The FE model’s response is shown for the point at the center of the annulus 

(where deflection is measured by the GS configuration experimentally) and for the outer 

edge of the annulus on the load plate. These two records a minor difference between the

Zorn load pulse.
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response of the plate versus the soil in the annulus, but nothing approaching the 

difference seen experimentally.
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Figure 4.19 -  Time histories of center deflection at soil surface. Experimental data (from 
Site 2 Granular Base) plotted over model results for Prima LWD model under Prima load 

pulse. Model results given for center of annulus and at edge of annulus on load plate.

In both the Zorn and Prima modeled responses, the soil rebounds more quickly 

than in the experimental data. This is particularly evident with the Prima records, where 

the peak displacements occur simultaneously for modeled and experimental data, but the 

rebound towards zero displacement occurs much more slowly. The GP deflection also 

records loss of contact because the deflection sensor is mounted on the load plate (see 

Section 5.1), but the rebound recorded by this configuration is still noticeably slower than 

modeled. This is likely the result of the model damping ratio being too low, or the 

nonlinear effects in the soil not being accounted for by the linear elastic model.
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The Prima and Zorn LWD FE models were each subjected to the Zorn and Prima 

load pulses. Comparing the results for a single LWD model (subjected to the two load 

pulses), any differences observed in deflection can be attributed to differences in the 

applied load pulse. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 shows the vertical ground surface 

deflection (as a function of radial offset) normalized by the peak applied load (the 

maximum value of Prima or filtered Zorn load pulses). Three values of soil elasticity 

were investigated. Visual inspection of the data reveals that each load plate exhibits 

some bending. The less rigid Prima LWD exhibits greater bending. The influence of the 

annulus is clearly evident in the Prima model results. The decrease in ground surface 

deflection within the annulus as compared to the plate underscores the results presented 

above.
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Figure 4.20 -  Vertical soil surface deflection at the time of peak center deflection 
normalized by the peak applied load as a function of radius. Deflection results from Zorn 

and Prima load pulses applied to the Zorn LWD model.
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Figure 4.21 -  Vertical soil surface deflection at the time of peak center deflection 
normalized by the peak applied load as a function of radius. Deflection results from Zorn 

and Prima load pulses applied to the Prima LWD model.

Table 4.2 -  Percent difference in modeled vertical surface deflection for Zorn and Prima 
load pulses at center and radial offsets when applied to each LWD. These differences are 

due to differences in the applied load pulse. A positive difference indicates that the 
Prima load pulse produced a greater deflection than the Zorn load pulse.

Zorn LWD Prima LWD
[% Difference]____________ [% Difference]

Radial Offset fm j 0 0.3 0.6 0 0.3 0.6
Esoil = 5 0  MPa -3.08 -2.55 0.74 -5.61 -4.77 -1.37

Esoii =  100 MPa -2.93 -2.81 -0.73 -5.76 -5.31 -2.86
Esoil = 150 MPa -3.89 -4.29 -2.25 -6.46 -6.46 -4.38
Eson — 200 MPa -4.96 -5.38 -3.62 -7.10 -7.07 -4.98
Esoii — 400 MPa -8.03 -8.63 -8.53 -8.24 -8.36 -8.10
Esau =  600 MPa -9.09 -9.61 -9.79 -8.66 -8.86 -8.67

It should also be noted that these results show that the Zorn LWD, as a result of 

the Zorn load pulse, produces greater deflections than the Prima LWD by approximately 

3-6% for the data shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21, increasing with increasing soil
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stiffness. However, this difference is much smaller than the difference observed 

experimentally, where normalized deflections differed by as much as 100%. A summary 

of percent differences in center and radial offset deflection is given in Table 4.2. A 

positive percent difference indicates that the Prima load pulse generated greater 

deflection than the Zorn load pulse. The relative deflection of the Prima load pulse 

generally increases compared to the Zorn as the soil stiffens.

When the two FE models are subjected to the same load pulse, the influence of 

each LW D’s mass and rigidity can be discerned. While the vertical ground surface 

deflection “bowls” differ by the influence of the annulus of the Prima load plate, when 

normalized for applied load they are similar, as shown in Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23. 

The differences at center and radial offset deflections for the two LWD models is only 

slightly greater than that observed between load pulses, with a maximum of 

approximately 5%. The relative deflection of the Prima LWD generally increases 

compared to the Zorn as the soil stiffens, though the Zom LWD produces consistently 

greater deflections by 1-3% at radial offsets. These differences are summarized in Table 

4.3. In this case a positive percent difference indicates that the Prima LWD generated 

greater deflection than the Zom LWD.

Both of these trends observed in the relative deflections are likely due to the 

rigidity of the load plates in the two models. The Prima load plate is obviously more 

flexible (shown by the greater deflection from r  = 0 to 0.15 m in Prima LWD model 

results), enabling greater center deflection and reducing relative deflection at radial 

offsets, but both plates undergo bending. Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 show the normal 

stress distribution between the soil and the load plate, normalized by the peak applied
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load. The stiffer Zom load plate produces inverse parabolic distributions which tend 

towards a more uniform stress distribution for stiff soils. This suggests that the Zorn’s 

assumption of stress distribution factor A = n il  (i.e., inverse parabolic stress distribution) 

may not accurate for stiff soils (above 200 MPa) [16].
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0.4
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Figure 4.22 -  Vertical soil surface deflection at the time of peak center deflection 
normalized by the peak applied load as a function of radius. Deflection results from Zorn 

load pulse applied to Zom and Prima LWD models.

The Prima load plate produces a more uniform stress distribution that becomes 

parabolic in shape for stiff soils. This suggests that the default stress distribution factor A 

= 2 is accurate for soft soils, but should be increased to A = 8/3 for stiffer soils. While 

the Prima allows for user-selectable stress distribution factors, the Zorn does not and it is 

possible that the built-in assumption of an inverse parabolic stress distribution (A = tt/2) 

may introduce error on stiffer soils. It should be noted that the continuum elastic soil 

model cannot accurately model interaction between the load plate and the soil at the
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edges of the load plate and the soil at the edges of the load plate, artificially elevating 

stresses at these locations (r =  0.15m  and r  =  0.02m for the Prim a's annulus) [66].
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Figure 4.23 -  Vertical soil surface deflection at the time of peak center deflection 
normalized by the peak applied load as a function of radius. Deflection results from 

Prima load pulse applied to Zorn and Prima LWD models.

Table 4.3 -  Percent difference in modeled vertical surface deflection for Zom and Prima 
LWDs at center and radial offsets when subjected to each load pulse. These differences 
are due to differences in the LWD model rigidity (geometry and material properties). A 
positive difference indicates that the Prima LWD model produced a greater deflection

than the Zom LWD model.

Zorn Load Pulse Prima Load Pulse
[% Difference]________ [% Difference]

Radial Offset [m] 0 0.3 0.6 0 0.3 0.6
Esoii = 50 MPa -1.87 -1.24 -1.70 -4.40 -3.46 -3.80

Esou — 100 MPa 1.42 -0.21 -0.60 -1.41 -2.71 -2.72
Esoii =  150 MPa 3.02 -0.34 -0.19 0.44 -2.51 -2.31
Esou =  200 MPa 3.92 -0.63 -0.55 1.78 -2.32 -1.91
Esou =  400 MPa 4.65 -1.83 -1.33 4.44 -1.56 -0.91
Esou =  600 MPa 4.37 -2.00 -1.65 4.79 -1.24 -0.53
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Figure 4.24 -  Vertical soil surface normal stress as a function of radius. Stress results 
from Zom load pulse applied to Zom LWD model.
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Figure 4.25 -  Vertical soil surface normal stress as a function of radius. Stress results 
from Prima load pulse applied to Prima LWD model. Note low stress near zero radius 

for Prima due to annulus in LWD load plate.
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CHAPTER 5

INFLUENCE OF LWD SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS 

5 .1 Field Testing Overview

For the purposes of data collection and parametric study of design features, one 

Zorn and one Prima LWD were modified to eliminate the proprietary data acquisition and 

processing system. Instead, data from the on-board sensors were collected by an lOtech 

DAQbook connected to a Panasonic Toughbook laptop computer. Processing of the data 

was designed to replicate each manufacturer’s system as closely as possible based on 

publicly available knowledge of the filtering, dynamic measurement error correction, and 

integration schemes.

For the Zorn LWD, accelerometer data were filtered at 200 Hz and twice 

numerically integrated to displacement and modulus calculations performed assuming a 

constant applied load of 7.07 kN, Poisson’s ratio of v = 0.2123, and stress distribution 

factor yf = tt/2.

Processing of the Prima’s geophone data involved low pass filtering at 700 Hz, 

followed by frequency domain correction of dynamic measurement error and numerical 

integration to displacement. The Prima’s load cell was powered through a strain gage 

module in the data acquisition system and the peak value of its output during testing used 

in Elwd calculation. Poisson’s ratio v = 0.2123, and stress distribution factor A = %H 

were assumed for all ELWD calculations for the Prima LWD. The measured deflection and 

Elwd from the modified Prima (and associated data processing) were validated against
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the results produced by a stock Prima LWD with the manufacturer’s data acquisition and 

processing.

In order to address several research questions, the Prima LWD was modified to 

enable several additional sensor configurations in addition to the manufacturer’s 

configuration. For ease of understanding, each LWD configuration is identified by a four 

letter abbreviation. The first letter identifies the base LWD model, P for Prima and Z for 

Zorn. The second character gives the diameter of the load plate, 2 for 200mm plate and 3 

for 300mm plate. The sensor type and location is given by the last two letters, (G) for 

geophone, (A) for Accelerometer, (S) for the sensor in contact with the soil surface, and 

(P) for the sensor mounted on LWD load plate. For example, P3(GS) denotes the stock 

Prima LWD, with its 300mm plate and geophone in contact with the soil surface. The 

Prima’s modified configurations are P3(GP) and P3(AP), indicating that either and 

accelerometer or geophone may be mounted rigidly to the load plate rather than in 

contact with the soil as shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the actual load plates of 

the Zorn and Prima LWDs to highlight their differences, specifically the annulus in the 

Prima load plate compared to the solid Zorn load plate. Accelerometer and geophone 

data were processed as described above regardless of mounting location or LWD (the 

same accelerometer was used in all accelerometer-based configurations and the same 

geophone in all geophone-based configurations).

Several test sites were chosen in the State of Colorado at a conventional road 

construction project and a development project requiring the use of lime stabilization for 

its clay soil. Figures 5.3-5.8 show the layout of each test site, and the locations and 

numbering schemes of the individual test points. Testing was done at each site at
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different milestones during construction, as the stabilized clay cured and as the layered 

road structure was built up. Table 5.1 gives a summary of the soil characteristics found at 

each test site. Grids of spot testing points were laid out at each location and LWD tests 

with each of several LWD configurations performed at each point (see Table 5.2). Per 

ASTM E2835-11 the testing at each location involved three settling drops followed by 

three test drops. Best efforts were made to seat the LWD load plates in accordance with 

the standard.
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GEOPHONE FOOT

SOLID PLATE

ANNULUS
(040mm)
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(040mm)

PRIMA (STOCK) ZORN (STOCK) PRIMA (MODIFIED)

Figure 5.1 -  Stock Prima 100 LWD (P3(GS), left), stock Zorn ZFG2000 LWD (Z3(AP), 
center) and modified configurations of Prima LWD with geophone (P3(GP), right, top) or 

accelerometer (P3(AP), right, bottom) fixed rigidly to the load plate.
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Figure 5.2 -  Underside of solid Zorn (left) and Prima (right) LWD load plates. Zorn 
plate is solid except for four small bolt holes, while Prima plate includes annulus (circled) 

at center. Visible inside the annulus is the “foot” of the geophone that rests on the soil
surface.
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Figure 5.3 -  Overview of Test Site 1 at Tarryall Road, 50 test points in the southbound 
lane of CO 177 between construction station numbers 912+00 and 918+00.



Tarryall Road (Colorado Highway 177) 
Test Site 2
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Figure 5.4 -  Overview of Test Site 2 at Tarryall Road, 12 test points in the southbound 
lane of CO 177 between construction station numbers 1158+00 and 1160+00.

Truth Christian Academy 
Test Sites 3-5

Site 3

Figure 5.5 - Truth Christian Academy development site map with test sites identified 
(modified from original by CTL Thompson).
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Figure 5.6 -  Overview of Test Site 3 (south lane of West Marlowe Avenue at Truth 

Christian Academy) showing the 22 test point locations and numbering scheme.
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Figure 5.7 -  Overview of Test Site 4 (full width o f West Marlowe Circle at Truth 
Christian Academy) showing the 12 test point locations and numbering scheme.
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Figure 5.8 -  Overview of Test Site 5 (north lane of South Eldridge Street at Truth 
Christian Academy) showing the 22 test point locations and numbering scheme.
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Table 5.1 -  Summary of soil properties at each test site.

Site Layer Description
Thickness

[cm]

AASHTO
Soil

Classification

Dry
Density
[kg/m3]

Moisture
Content

[%]
Stabilization 
Content [%]b

1 Granular Subbase Variable A -l-b 2130 8.9 —

1 Granular Base 16.7" A -l-a 2194 6.0 —

1 Asphalt 1 s .s 6 — 2290 — —

1 Asphalt 2 3.8b — 2290 — —

2 Granular Subbase Variable A -l-b 2156 6.2 —

2 Granular Base 12.0" A -l-a 2194 6.0 —

2 Asphalt 7.6b — 2178 — —

3 Stabilized Clay 30.5b A-7-6 1810 17.9 5.0% QL"
4 Stabilized Clay 30.5b A-7-6 1778 19.2 5.5% QL",

3% Cement'3
5 Stabilized Clay 30.5b A-7-6 1826 15.7 5.5% QL",

3% Cement3
a Survey measurements.
b Nominal design value, not actual measurement.
c Quick Lime -  added to soil in two mixings: 2.5% QL mixed with soil, then 48 hour mellow; 2.5% or 3% 
QL mixed with soil, then additional 48 hour mellow.
d Dry cement added the day of compaction prior to remixing.__________________________________________

Table 5.2 -  Summary of experimental test locations and LWD configurations tested. For 
the stabilized clays, the “Cure Day” is the number of days since the final mixing and

compaction of the stabilized soil.

________LWD Configurations Tested________
Site Cure Day Material Z2(AP) Z3(AP) P2(GS) P3(GS) P3(GP) P3(AP)

1 — Granular Subbase X X
1 — Granular Base X X X X
1 — Asphalt 1 X X
1 — Asphalt 2 X X
2 — Granular Subbase X X
2 — Granular Base X X X X X X
2 — Asphalt X X X X X X
3 2 Stabilized Clay X X X X X
3 4 Stabilized Clay X X X
3 8 Stabilized Clay X X X X
4 3 Stabilized Clay X X
4 5 Stabilized Clay X
5 2 Stabilized Clay X X X X
5 7 Stabilized Clay X X X X
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5.2 Results

At each of the test locations, each of the different LWD configurations was tested 

on the array of test points. The results from the different LWDs can be compared at each 

location and on each soil type to begin to understand how the sensor configuration 

influences measured deflection.

5.2.1 Comparison of Zorn and Unmodified Prima LWDs

It has been shown by many researchers, such as [16] [17] [18] [19] [22], and even 

acknowledged by ASTM standards [14] [15] that the Zorn LWD, on average, produces 

lower estimated soil modulus values than the Prima LWD. The experimental data given 

in Figure 5.9 generally confirm these previous findings, beneath the significant scatter 

expected from LWD testing [18] [19] [55]. However, on asphalt the two LWDs appear 

to give more similar results than on soil. The stabilized clay shows the greatest disparity 

between the two LWDs, with the Prima estimating moduli several times greater than the 

Zorn.

While it is common to present estimated modulus E L w d  from LWD tests (e.g.,

[16] or [18]), as in Figure 5.9, this paper is concerned with influences on deflection 

measurement. In that light results will be presented in terms of the peak deflection 

normalized by the peak applied load. Figure 5.10 gives example o f normalized deflection 

data on granular subbase material. The Zorn LWD measures much greater deflections 

than the Prima LWD for one dataset on granular subbase, as shown in Figure 5.10, 

though the other dataset shows similar deflections.
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Figure 5.9 -  Summary of calculated ELWD for Z3(AP) and P3(GS) LWDs on different soil
types.

Relative deflections on granular base similarly lack a trend, with the Z3(AP)

LWD giving much greater deflection at one site and only slightly greater deflection at the 

other (see Figure 5.11). Both LWDs exhibit approximately the same amount of scatter in 

the data on granular materials. On asphalt the measured deflections from the Zorn and 

Prima LWDs are similar (see Figure 5.12), giving the similar modulus estimates shown 

Figure 5.9, with the Zorn LWD showing somewhat greater scatter. The trend of greater 

deflections measured by the Zorn LWD is exaggerated on the stabilized clay material, as 

shown in Figure 5.13. To further clarify the data and enable presentation of more 

datasets, all the testing at each site on each day or layer are averaged together to give 

mean values and standard deviations for each dataset, as shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.10 -  Comparison of w0 for P3(GS) and Z3(AP) LWD configurations on granular 
subbase material. Deflections have been normalized by the peak applied load for each

test.
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Figure 5.11 -  Comparison of w0 for P3(GS) and Z3(AP) LWD configurations on granular
base material. Deflections have been normalized by the peak applied load for each test.
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Figure 5.13 -  Comparison of w0 for P3(GS) and Z3(AP) LWD configurations on
stabilized clay. Deflections have been normalized by the peak applied load for each test.
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Figure 5 .1 4 -  Summary of Z3(AP) and P3(GS) data presented above. Data from all test 
points at each site have been averaged together. Error bars give 1 a range of each dataset.

5.2.2 Comparison of Modified Prima LWD Configurations

Each of the Prima LW D’s modified configurations showed similar trends, 

measuring significantly larger deflections on the clay and granular materials with less 

difference observed on asphalt. In Figure 5.15 the stock Prima LWD is compared to its 

modified configuration where the geophone is fixed rigidly to the load plate. Figure 5.16 

compares the stock Prima LWD to its accelerometer-based configuration. In both 

comparisons, the modified configurations (i.e., plate-based deflection measurements) 

showed significantly and consistently higher deflections than the unmodified Prima LWD 

(with soil-based deflection measurement). The mean values of the ratio of P3(GP) and 

P3(AP) to P3(GS) normalized deflection on all soil types were 2.62 and 2.35 (standard 

deviations of 1.64 and 1.44), respectively, indicating the plate-based deflections are
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consistently and significantly greater than soil-based deflection. A summary of the mean 

values and standard deviations generated by the statistical analysis of these deflection 

ratios for each soil type is given in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.15 -  Comparison of wq from P3(GP) and P3(GS) LWD configurations. Data 
from all test points at each site have been averaged together. Error bars give la  range of

each site’s data.

When compared to one another as shown in Figure 5.17, the two modified 

configurations that measure plate deflection (P3(GP) and P3(AP)) yield similar 

deflections, with all the datasets falling on or near the unity line regardless of soil type. 

The mean value of the normalized deflection ratio, P3(AP) to P3(GP), was 0.918 with a 

standard deviation of 0.239. This indicates the two deflection sensors, when sensing 

from the same location, produce similar data but suggests that there may be some minor 

difference in measurements by the two deflection sensors.
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Figure 5.16 -  Comparison of wq from P3(AP) and P3(GS) LWD configurations. Data 
from all test points at each site have been averaged together. Error bars give la  range of

each site’s data.
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5.2.3 Comparison of Zorn and Modified Prima LWD Configurations

When compared with the Zorn LWD results (also based on plate deflection and 

shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19), the similarities between the two modified Prima 

configurations remain. Correlation along the unity line is observed for both Prima 

configurations, indicating they are measuring approximately the same deflections as the 

Zorn LWD regardless of soil type.
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Figure 5.18 -  Comparison of wq from P3(GP) and Z3(AP) LWD configurations. Data 
from all test points at each site have been averaged together. Error bars give la  range of

each site’s data.

The mean values of the ratio of P3(GP) and P3(AP) to Z3(AP) normalized 

deflections configurations were 1.13 and 1.03 (standard deviations of 0.419 and 0.358), 

respectively. This indicates the measured deflections from those configurations closely 

match those measured by the Zorn LWD and continues the trend of a minor difference 

between data reported by the Prima configurations’ two deflection sensors. A summary

o  Granular B a s e  
♦  Asphalt 
x Stabilized Clay
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of the mean values and standard deviations generated by the statistical analysis of these 

deflection ratios for each soil type is given in Table 5.3. The data in Table 5.3 and the 

preceding figures suggest that the deflection sensor location (i.e., load plate versus soil 

surface) is the critical variable in LWD deflection measurement.
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Figure 5.19 -  Comparison of wq from P3(AP) and Z3(AP) LWD configurations. Data 
from all test points at each site have been averaged together. Error bars give la  range of

each site’s data.

5.2.1 Observed Time Delay in Soil-Based Deflection

As shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, a consistent difference was observed in 

data produced by the Prima LWD depending on where the deflection sensor was 

mounted. This difference is visible in time histories of deflection recorded by sensors at 

the two different mounting locations, shown in Figures 5.20 -  5.22. Only data from the 

geophone-based configurations are shown for simplicity, but similar trends were 

observed with the accelerometer-based deflection measurements. The peaks of the

o  Granular B a s e  
♦  Asphalt 
x S tabilized  Clay
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applied force curves (not shown, for clarity) for each test were aligned in time so the

measured deflection responses could be compared.

Table 5.3 -  Mean and standard deviation for normalized deflection ratios of LWD 
configurations listed on the left to those from configurations listed at the top.

COMPARED TO: _______ P3(GS)______________Z3(AP)_____________ P3(GP)
mean a G m c a n mean <3 G m c a n mean a G m c a n

Gran.
Subbase 176% 75% 33% - — —

Z3(AP) Gran. Base 164% 52% 23% 82% 26% 17%
Asphalt 120% 20% 13% 88% 13% 28%

Stab. Clay 312% 187% 40% 104% 27% 13%
Gran.

Subbase
P3(GP) Gran. Base 191% 60% 41% 135% 44% 29%

Asphalt 144% 17% 42% 115% 16% 36%
Stab. Clay 303% 181% 35% 104% 32% 13%

Gran.
Subbase

P3(AP) Gran. Base 190% 66% 41% 134% 45% 29% 100% 18% 21%
Asphalt 147% 18% 42% 120% 25% 38% 104% 16% 30%

Stab. Clay 274% 169% 34% 84% 33% 10% 86% 26% 11%

Two observations are clear: (1) the maximum deflection from the GP

configuration is greater than from the GS configuration; (2) GP-based deflection initiates 

before GS deflection, most significantly on the stabilized clay soils but also on records 

from the granular soils and to a lesser extent on asphalt. The time delay between the 

onsets of GS- and GP-based deflections is always present but varies across and within 

material types. Figure 5.23 summarizes the range of time delays observed across all 

datasets. Clay soil test results (Figure 5.20) exhibit the largest average delay and largest 

variation, while the asphalt gives the shortest delay and least variation (see Figure 5.22). 

Tests on granular base material (Figure 5.21) also showed significant differences.
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Figure 5.20 -  Example deflection time histories from P3(GS) and P3(GP) configurations 
at the same location on stabilized clay. Note time delay in initial motion o f P3(GS) 

compared to P3(GP) response, indicated by arrows.
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Figure 5.21 -  Example deflection time histories from P3(GS) and P3(GP) configurations 
at the same location on granular base material. Note time delay in initial motion of 

P3(GS) compared to P3(GP) response, indicated by arrows.
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Figure 5.22 -  Example deflection time histories from P3(GS) and P3(GP) configurations 
at the same location on asphalt. Note time delay in initial motion of P3(GS) compared to

P3(GP) response, indicated by arrows.

Figures 5.20 -  5.22 provide some insight into the significant difference between 

plate-based and ground-based deflections and resulting modulus estimates. The results 

show that the initiation of ground response lags behind the plate response. This is partly 

attributed to fairly high viscous damping of the ground due to geometric spreading. 

Interestingly, the peak GS- and GP-based deflections occur simultaneously. Fleming 

[19] suggested that “a transducer mounted on the bearing plate.. .will record the initial 

acceleration of the plate”, resulting in additional measured deflection. While standard 

LWD data interpretation relies on the assumption that “the deflection of the [plate] is that 

same as that of the ground beneath” [18], the results in Figure 5.23 suggest that Fleming 

is correct and that this basic assumption about LWD testing may not be entirely valid.
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Additionally, the Prima LWD’s geophone exerts a nearly constant stress on the 

measurement surface during testing, while the stress applied by the Zorn LWD to the soil 

surface varies from nearly zero to upwards of 100 kPa. The reason for the observed 

difference between plate- and soil-based deflection measurements may be that the plate- 

based measurement records both the consolidation of the soil surface under stress and the 

elastic response of the soil to the applied load. The soil-based measurement would record 

only the elastic response of the soil, minus the upward bulge of soil in the annulus of the 

plate. While Groenendijk et al. [34] found that soil-based measurement much more 

closely matched laboratory triaxial tests the potential remains for soil behavior in the 

annulus of the load plate to introduce significant systematic error in soil-based deflection 

measurement.
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Figure 5.23 -  Summary of time delay of P3(GS) response compared to P3(GP) response. 
Open circles indicate the mean value and error bars give the l a  range for each dataset. 

Time difference is calculated between the points when deflection response for each 
configuration exceeds a threshold value of 10 pm.
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5.2.2 Integration Error Correction

All of the preceding data were presented without applying the integration 

correction scheme to deflection sensor data, as neither the Zorn nor the Prima LWDs’ 

software employs this type of correction method. Figure 5.24 presents datasets from 

accelerometer-based LWD configurations before and after applying the t 2 correction 

scheme discussed previously. In general the datasets fall around the unity line, indicating 

the random nature of the errors removed by the correction. For individual data points 

(each from three averaged drops at a single location), the mean value of this ratio was 

0.930 a standard deviation of 0.178. This correction can thus be expected (with la  or 

68% confidence) to have a -24.8% to +10.8% influence on the measured deflection at any 

given test point.

Since the mean value of this ratio is slightly below unity, the correction may be 

systematically reducing the measured deflections slightly, perhaps by removing some 

permanent deformation recorded by the accelerometer (i.e., displacement of load plate 

after test is lower than initial position due to compaction of underlying soil). Also, 

individual datasets may fall significantly above or below that line, indicating the presence 

of systematic errors in individual datasets contributed by soil type, environmental factors 

(e.g., temperature), or the LWD operator. The correction appears to have little influence 

on the variance of each dataset; on average the standard deviation is same before and 

after correction.

Figure 5.25 presents datasets from geophone-based LWD configurations before 

and after applying the t  correction scheme discussed previously. The datasets fall near 

the unity line, indicating the correction has minimal effect on the measured displacement.
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For individual data points (each from three averaged drops), the mean ratio of corrected 

to uncorrected peak deflection was 0.965 with a standard deviation of 0.0189. This 

correction can thus be expected (with la  or 68% confidence) to have a -1.61% to -5.39% 

influence on the measured deflection at any given test point. However, the mean value of 

the corrected to uncorrected ratio is less than unity, again indicating that the correction 

may be systematically reducing the measured deflections, perhaps by removing some 

permanent deformation recorded by the geophone (i.e., displacement of load plate after 

test is lower than initial position due to compaction of underlying soil).
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Figure 5.24 -  Influence of accelerometer integration error correction scheme on 
experimental data (from all five experimental sites) for two accelerometer-based LWD 
configurations (with 300 mm load plates). Symbols indicate mean value and error bars

give 1 a  range for each dataset.
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Figure 5.25 -  Influence of geophone integration error correction scheme on experimental 
data (from all five experimental sites) for two geophone-based LWD configurations (with 
300 mm load plates). Symbols indicate mean value and error bars give la  range for each

dataset.

5.3 Summary of Influences on Measured Deflection

A summary of the mean values for the influence of each of the four factors that 

contribute to differences between LWD results is given in Table 5.4. Experimental data 

for specific factors is separated into soil types. The mean values and standard deviations 

are given for a specific ratio (e.g., accelerometer / geophone) and give the expected 

influence of a particular factor, configuration, or sensor (e.g., accelerometer) compared to 

another (e.g., geophone) for an LWD test conducted at a given point with all other factors 

held constant.

Modeled differences in LWD structure, physical design, materials have a minor 

effect (< 4%) on normalized deflection. Differences in the applied load pulse have a
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similar effect. The Zorn LW D’s load pulse produces 3-6% greater deflection that the 

Prima load pulse. Experimentally, the influences of LWD type (e.g., structure, rigidity, 

etc) and load pulse were investigated simultaneously. The experimental standard 

deviations given in Table 5.4 are much greater than the modeled ranges due, at least in 

part, to the scatter inherent in LWD testing. Some dependence on soil type is evident.

Table 5.4 -  Ranges (for modeled data) or mean, standard deviation, and standard 
deviation of mean (for experimental) for the influence of each factor on normalized 

deflection. Values give mean influence (or range) of a particular factor, configuration, or 
sensor (the numerator o f the ratio) compared to another (the denominator of the ratio) for 

an LWD test conducted at a given point with all other factors held constant.

Factor Ratio Factor/Soil Type Low High
LWD Type 
(Modeled) Z3(AP) / P3(GS)

Plate Rigidity 
Load Pulse

-4.0%
3.0%

4.0%
6.0%

mean a ^mean
Gran. Subbase — — —

LWD Type P3(AP) / Z3(AP)
Gran. Base 134.0% 45.3% 29%

(Experimental) Asphalt 120.0% 25.3% 38%
Stab. Clay 83.8% 32.5% 10%

Integration corrected / Accelerometer 93.0% 17.8% 5%
uncorrected Geophone 96.5% 1.9% 5%

Gran. Subbase — — —
accelerometer / Gran. Base 100.0% 18.2% 21%

Sensor Type geophone Asphalt 104.0% 16.3% 30%
Stab. Clay 86.4% 25.5% 11%

Gran. Subbase — — —

Sensor P3(GP) / P3(GS)
Gran. Base 191.0% 59.7% 41%

Location Asphalt 144.0% 16.6% 42%
Stab. Clay 303.0% 181.3% 35%

The influence o f the integration error correction scheme discussed previously is 

given for the two deflection sensor types, accelerometers and geophones. Due to the 

double integration of accelerometer data compared to single integration of geophone data,
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the influence of error correction is much greater for the accelerometer. Mean values for 

both sensors are weighted slightly negative, indicating that the correction is expected to 

slightly reduce measured deflections. This may mean the correction is removing some 

permanent deformation measured by the sensor in addition to error due to integration.

Beyond integration the type of deflection sensor used in LWD testing has minimal 

influence on the measured deflection. The mean values shown in Table 5.4 are almost 

exactly 100% (except for the stabilized clay data), suggesting only random errors 

contribute to differences in measurements and that the two sensor types can be expected 

to give similar measurements. The location of that deflection sensor, however, appears to 

be the primary factor contributing to differences in measured deflections.
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

6.1 Conclusions

The influence of four LWD design parameters on LWD measured deflection was 

investigated. Finite Element modeling of LWD testing on a homogeneous elastic 

halfspace was used to evaluate the influence of differences in LWD applied load pulse 

and load plate rigidity on measured deflection. Experimental work was undertaken to 

understand the influence of deflection sensor type and location through laboratory 

investigation of sensor performance and field testing of several LWD deflection sensor 

configurations.

Modeled differences in LWD structure, physical design, materials have a minor 

effect (< 4%) on normalized deflection. Differences in the applied load pulse have a 

similar effect. The Zorn LWD’s load pulse produces 3-6% greater deflection that the 

Prima load pulse. Experimentally, the influences of LWD type (e.g., structure, rigidity, 

etc) and load pulse were investigated simultaneously. The experimental standard 

deviations given in Table 5.4 are much greater than the modeled due, at least in part, to 

the scatter inherent in LWD testing. Some dependence on soil type is evident.

In theory, accelerometer and geophone both give dependable measurement of 

plate deflection when dynamic measurement error is removed or corrected. However, 

double integration of acceleration data makes accelerometers more vulnerable to drift 

error due to noise or bias errors. In practice accelerometer and geophone results differed 

slightly, with the accelerometer recording about 10% less deflection that the geophone,
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when mounting location is the same and dynamic measurement error is corrected. 

Integration error, based on influence of the correction algorithm, contributed just 2% 

error to geophone data and about 18% error to accelerometer data while systematically 

reduced the measured deflection by 4 and 7%, respectively.

Mounting location of the deflection sensor is the critical variable in deflection 

measurement and primary contributor to differences between LWDs. Sensors mounted 

on the LWD load plate can be expected to produce consistently and significantly greater 

deflections than sensors in contact with the soil surface. Deflections were found to be an 

average of 91% greater on granular base, 44% greater on asphalt, and as much as 203% 

greater on stabilized clay soils.

6.2 ASTM Standards

Based on the results presented here the two conflicting ASTM standards [14] [15] 

should be revised and combined into single definitive standard. Two standards for 

ostensibly the same test method are inherently contradictory and do not aid in further 

adoption and use of LWDs. The primary contributor to differences between LWDs is 

sensor location and the two standards specify different locations. A single standard 

should specify deflection be measured from either soil surface or load plate. The findings 

of Groenendijk et al. [34] suggest that the soil surface is the more appropriate location. 

Additionally, the two standards do not specify the type of deflection transducer or require 

any specific type of data processing (e.g., measurement error correction). The combined 

standard should allow either an accelerometer or geophone for displacement
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measurement, with current allowable error ranges for each sensor, but should require 

measurement error correction for geophone data.

The two standards also differ with respect to the rigidity of the load plate and the 

shape of the stress distribution it applies to the soil. ASTM E2835-11 requires only that 

the load plate to be “rigid”, but ASTM E2583-07 specifies that the load plate transmit a 

uniform stress distribution to the soil surface. Results of the EE A modeling suggest that 

this requirement for a uniform distribution is invalid for stiff soils and others [13] [16] 

have confirmed that it is dependent on soil type. The combined standard should specify 

appropriate stress distribution factors for different soil types and the relative stiffness of 

the load plate and soil, perhaps based on a relative rigidity constant [16].

6.3 Future Research

While the results show that mounting location is the most influential factor in 

observed differences in LWD results, there is little research to show which location, load 

plate or soil surface, gives more accurate deflection measurements and modulus 

estimates. The study by Groenendijk et al. [34] suggests that soil surface sensing is more 

accurate but lacks support in the literature. The elastic rebound of the soil into the 

annulus during testing (Chapter 4) and the time delay in response of the soil-based 

measurement (Chapter 5) suggest that soil surface sensing may have serious deficiencies. 

Elowever, Fleming et al. [19] also cast doubt on plate-based measurements with their 

suggestion of an “initial acceleration” of the load plate in addition to the coupled motion 

of the soil and load plate during LWD testing.
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More work is also needed to quantify relative rigidity of the load plate and soil, 

perhaps as a relative rigidity factor such as that proposed by Vennapusa and White [16]. 

It is evident from the stress distributions presented in Chapter 4 that some assumptions 

about rigidity and stress uniformity for LWD load plates are not valid for some soil 

stiffnesses. The dependence on soil stiffness motivates the need for relative rigidity, 

rather than simply the rigidity of the plate without regard for the soil.

Lastly, the issue of integration error is nearly untouched in LWD literature. The 

basic correction algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 appears to remove error introduced by 

integration of noise and bias voltage error, but may also remove some permanent 

deformation measured by the sensor. Additional work is needed to further characterize 

these errors, their influence on measured deflection, and to refine a correction algorithm 

to eliminate this source of error in LWD testing.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

Abbreviations

FE: Finite Element
FWD: Falling Weight Deflectometer
LWD: Lightweight Deflectometer
QA: Quality Assurance
QC: Quality Control
PME: Perfectly Matched Layer
TFT: TRL Foundation Tester
TRL: Transportation Research Laboratory

Symbols

A: Stress distribution factor 
E\ Modulus of elasticity
E l w d - Dynamic deformation modulus estimated from LWD test results 
Fpk'. Peak applied force
P3(AP): Prima 100 LWD with 300 mm load plate and accelerometer on load plate
P3(GP): Prima 100 LWD with 300 mm load plate and geophone on load plate
P2(GS): Prima 100 LWD with 200 mm load plate and geophone on soil surface
P3(GS): Prima 100 LWD with 300 mm load plate and geophone on soil surface
r: Load plate radius
Sa\ Accelerometer sensitivity
SSa\ Error in accelerometer sensitivity
Sg\ Geophone sensitivity
ôSg. Error in geophone sensitivity
Vb\ Bias voltage
ÔVb'. Error in bias voltage
w: Peak measured deflection
wq\ Peak measured deflection at center sensor
W30: Peak measured deflection at radial sensor with offset of 30 cm
w<so'- Peak measured deflection at radial sensor with offset of 60 cm
Z2(AP): Zorn ZFG2000 LWD with 200 mm load plate and accelerometer on load plate
Z3(AP): Zorn ZFG2000 LWD with 300 mm load plate and accelerometer on load plate
Ç: Damping ratio
v: Poisson’s ratio
g : Standard deviation
co: Excitation frequency
coo: Natural frequency
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APPENDIX A

MATLAB® COMPUTER CODE
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% DYNAMIC MEASUREMENT ERROR CORRECTION ALGORITHM FOR ACCELEROMETERS AND 
% GEOPHONES
% DAVID STAMP 
% OCTOBER 2011
%
% INPUT TIME DOMAIN SENSOR SIGNAL WITH TIME VECTOR 
% REQUIRES SENSOR TYPE - 1 = ACCEL, 2 = GEOPHONE
% REQUIRES SENSOR CONSTANTS - NATURAL FREQ. [Hz], DAMPING RATIO
9 - 9 - 9 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 - 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 - 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 °  °  °  °  9 °  °  °  °  °  o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ' o ' o ' o ' o o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o ' o

function [sensor_freq] = sensor_correction(time_plot,sensor_plot,... 
sensor,f,zeta)

dt = time_plot(2)-time_plot(1 ) ; 
fs = 1/dt;
N = length(sensor_plot);

omega = 2*pi*f;

NFFT = 2A (nextpow2(N)+5);
X = dt.*fft(sensor_plot,NFFT);
wbar = 2.*pi.*fs*linspace(0,1-1/NFFT,NFFT);

Y = zeros(NFFT,1);

% scale forcing function to displacement 
if sensor == 2 %GEOPHONE

sens = 1;
vel_vel = zeros(NFFT/2+1,1);
L = NFFT/2+1; 
for i = 1 :L

vel_vel(i) = -sens*wbar(i)A2 / (- 
wbar(i)A2+2*li*zeta*omega*wbar(i)+omegaA2); 

if i == 1
Y(i) = 0;

else
Y (i) = l/vel_vel(i)*X (i);

end
end
for i = 1 :L-l

Y (i+L) = conj (Y (L-i)) ;
end

elseif sensor == 1 %ACCELEROMETER 

sens = 1;
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acc_acc = zeros(NFFT/2+1,1);
L - NFFT/2+1; 
for i = 1 :L

acc_acc(i) = sens*omegaA2/ (- 
wbar(i)A2+2*li*zeta*omega*wbar(i)+omegaA2); 

Y (i) = l/acc_acc(i)*X(i);
end

for i = 1 :L-l
Y (i + L) = conj ( Y  (L-i) ) ;

end

end

% inverse discrete Fourier transform 
sensor_freq = fs.*real(ifft ( Y , NFFT)); 
sensor_freq = sensor_freq(1 :N) ;
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APPENDIX B 

SUPPLEMENTAL RESULTS

Table B .l -  Test Site 1 (Tarryall Road) Granular Subbase Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm) E LWD (MPa)1
Point ZdfWf)

13 0.198 0.322 114 114
14 0.259 0.230 87 166
15 0.193 0.221 116 167
16 0.201 0.293 112 138
17 0.200 0.365 112 105
18 0.161 0.231 140 165
19 0.185 0.230 122 161
20 0.315 0.319 72 118
21 0.223 0.252 101 147
22 0.276 0.380 81 100
23 0.223 0.390 101 96
24 0.255 0.377 88 96
25 0.264 0.247 85 146
26 0.360 0.409 62 95
29 0.213 0.276 106 136
35 0.211 0.344 107 100
36 0.205 0.291 110 123
37 0.185 0.324 122 109
38 0.195 0.299 115 121

1 Modulus values listed in this appendix calculated by eq. (2.1), using A = 2, v = 0.5, and the peak 

measured load for Prima LWDs or, for the Zom LWD, A = nil, v = 0.2123, and a constant applied load of 

7.07 kN (giving assumed stresses of 0.1 MPa and 0.225 MPa for 200 and 300 mm plates, respectively). 

Data processed as described in Section 5.1.
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Poii
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Table B.2 -  Test Site 1 (Tarryall Road) Granular Base Results.

Peak Deflection (mm) E l w d  (MPa)

0.455 0.509 49 57
0.365 0.289 62 100
0.465 0.389 48 76
0.371 0.349 61 86
0.558 0.263 40 109
0.540 0.409 42 70
0.513 0.351 44 82
0.501 0.221 45 136
0.443 0.411 51 69
0.472 0.253 48 120
0.496 0.320 45 94
0.457 0.375 49 80
0.505 0.343 45 89
0.482 0.322 47 91
0.464 0.386 49 76
0.464 0.430 49 71
0.454 0.380 50 76
0.521 0.487 43 61
0.590 0.451 38 65
0.484 0.395 47 75
0.489 0.403 46 75
0.406 0.328 55 91
0.481 0.437 47 69
0.474 0.307 48 99
0.583 0.467 39 55
0.398 0.287 57 108
0.459 0.563 49 52
0.505 0.406 45 62
0.464 0.304 49 92
0.500 0.359 45 78
0.400 0.193 0.682 0.731 56 150
0.451 0.328 0.569 0.406 50 91

44
54

41
75
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Test Peak Deflection (mm) E LWd  (MPa)
Point

43 0.510 0.422 0.586 0.524 44 71 53 44
44 0.413 0.251 0.508 0.485 55 117 61 58
45 0.465 0.328 0.487 0.531 48 92 52 51
46 0.469 0.339 0.588 0.515 48 90 52 48
47 0.514 0.401 0.451 0.598 44 77 53 48
48 0.494 0.352 0.482 0.660 46 86 43 42
49 0.519 0.248 0.745 0.845 43 122 33 35
50 0.562 0.309 0.482 0.623 40 102 51 49
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Table B.3 -  Test Site 1 (Tarryall Road) Asphalt 1 Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm) E LwD (MPa) 
Point Z3(AP) P3(GS) Z3(AP) P3(GS)

11 0.262 0.306 86 100
12 0.275 0.310 82 97
13 0.266 0.292 85 103
14 0.234 0.273 96 112
15 0.266 0.311 85 100
16 0.280 0.329 80 93
17 0.267 0.321 84 94
18 0.289 0.316 78 98
19 0.269 0.315 84 97
20 0.297 0.331 76 93
21 0.290 0.366 78 84
22 0.296 0.337 76 90
23 0.295 0.320 76 93
24 0.269 0.324 84 94
25 0.271 0.351 83 85
26 0.280 0.364 80 82
27 0.291 0.356 77 84
28 0.321 0.355 70 84
29 0.299 0.379 75 78
30 0.310 0.339 73 89
31 0.303 0.385 74 79
32 0.309 0.354 73 86
33 0.281 0.357 80 85
34 0.280 0.315 81 98
35 0.280 0.347 80 87
36 0.304 0.353 74 88
37 0.300 0.277 75 111
38 0.258 0.312 87 96
39 0.270 0.282 83 110
40 0.271 0.304 83 101
41 0.293 0.319 77 92
42 0.322 0.319 70 92
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Test
Point

Peak Deflection (mm) E l w d (MPa)

43 0.268 0.332 84 90
44 0.374 0.389 60 77
45 0.241 0.295 94 104
46 0.340 0.317 66 98
47 0.285 0.318 79 96
48 0.398 0.247 57 120
49 0.307 0.246 73 125
50 0.247 0.307 91 99
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Table B.4 -  Test Site 1 (Tarryall Road) Asphalt 2 Results. 

Test Peak Deflection (mm) E LWd  (MPa)
Point ZJfWf) Z3(Wf)

11 0.216 0.218 104 140
12 0.228 0.199 99 154
13 0.205 0.201 110 151
14 0.200 0.192 113 160
15 0.202 0.215 112 138
16 0.205 0.184 110 170
17 0.243 92
18 0.205 0.202 110 154
19 0.198 0.238 114 127
20 0.214 0.224 105 131
21 0.197 0.230 114 133
22 0.206 0.205 109 146
23 0.254 0.226 89 135
24 0.242 0.219 93 140
25 0.193 0.239 117 128
26 0.230 0.229 98 130
27 0.203 0.223 111 133
28 0.212 0.222 106 133
29 0.217 0.223 104 133
30 0.208 0.215 108 136
31 0.192 0.228 117 131
32 0.200 0.224 113 134
33 0.191 0.227 118 133
34 0.204 0.237 110 124
35 0.200 0.226 113 137
36 0.316 0.217 71 138
37 0.220 0.240 102 125
38 0.230 0.232 98 127
39 0.193 0.228 117 128
40 0.200 0.256 113 121
41 0.193 0.217 117 132
42 0.219 0.245 103 120
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Test
Point

Peak Deflection (mm) E l w d (MPa)

43 0.206 0.250 111 118
44 0.223 0.244 101 122
45 0.201 0.212 112 142
46 0.234 0.202 96 148
47 0.174 0.199 130 151
48 0.191 0.236 118 126
49 0.191 0.204 118 146
50 0.192 0.225 117 130

Table B.5 -  Test Site 2 (Tarryall Road) Granular Subbase Results.

Test
Point

Peak Deflection (mm) E l w d (MPa)

1 0.383 0.169 59 186
2 0.385 0.226 58 137
3 0.426 0.307 53 91
4 0.443 0.216 51 141
5 0.542 0.182 42 155
6 0.565 0.182 40 147
7 0.260 107
8 0.311 92
9 0.497 0.276 45 105
10 0.409 0.248 55 117
11 0.419 54
12 0.314 0.268 72 115
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Table B.6 -  Test Site 2 (Tarryall Road) Granular Base Deflection Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm)
Point Z2(2LP)

1 0.237 0.149 0.336 0.235 0.348 0.425
2 0.219 0.157 0.206 0.221 0.375 0.336
3 0.240 0.189 0.214 0.191 0.454 0.530
4 0.256 0.183 0.543 0.233 0.388 0.484
5 0.292 0.219 0.219 0.220 0.410 0.379
6 0.328 0.196 0.239 0.235 0.348 0.373
7 0.431 0.260 0.300 0.301 0.485 0.568
8 0.307 0.193 0.218 0.190 0.549 0.339
9 0.302 0.212 0.279 0.325 0.461 0.391
10 0.251 0.225 0.126 0.225 0.365 0.334
11 0.295 0.283 0.224 0.222 0.399 0.296
12 0.276 0.187 0.204 0.226 0.398 0.329

Table B.7 -

Test
Point

- Test Site 2 (Tarryall Road) Granular Base Modulus Results

E l w d  (MPa)

1 143 152 129 122 85 72
2 154 145 224 135 81 89
3 141 129 207 152 65 55
4 132 124 89 127 77 59
5 116 103 194 139 74 75
6 103 117 186 127 86 79
7 78 87 146 97 62 51
8 110 120 213 166 52 90
9 112 106 153 88 62 77
10 135 107 361 134 82 87
11 115 80 203 128 75 100
12 122 120 214 137 76 91
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Table B.8 -  Test Site 2 (Tarryall Road) Asphalt Deflection Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm)
Point Z2(Wf) Z3(Wf) M(T7P)

1 0.157 0.131 0.119 0.199 0.197
2 0.185 0.134 0.130 0.189 0.203
3 0.169 0.162 0.150 0.133 0.192 0.217
4 0.165 0.247 0.125 0.133 0.220 0.183
5 0.149 0.151 0.146 0.131 0.171 0.201
6 0.183 0.138 0.127 0.118 0.179 0.180
7 0.143 0.154 0.150 0.137 0.165 0.175
8 0.133 0.165 0.146 0.118 0.168 0.178
9 0.139 0.156 0.132 0.124 0.151 0.169
10 0.164 0.126 0.121 0.126 0.175 0.163
11 0.140 0.171 0.156 0.135 0.181 0.247
12 0.117 0.171 0.132 0.119 0.199 0.163

Table B.9 -  Test Site 2 (Tarryall Road) Asphalt Modulus Results.

Test E lwd (MPa)
Point Z2(2LP) Z3(2bP) PdfGf)

1 215 354 255 151 158
2 183 331 235 160 151
3 200 139 307 227 157 139
4 204 91 367 226 137 170
5 228 150 313 231 177 152
6 185 163 359 251 168 172
7 237 147 316 223 186 177
8 254 136 317 255 182 174
9 244 144 353 247 202 185
10 208 179 367 238 173 192
11 241 132 286 223 169 126
12 290 132 343 253 154 184
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Table B. 10 -  Test Site 3 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 2) Deflection
Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm)
Point ZjfzfP) RdfCR)

15 0.243 0.201 0.200 0.365 0.572
16 0.238 0.260 0.109 0.851 0.645
17 0.405 0.296 0.269 0.462 0.381
18 0.453 0.298 0.222 0.500 0.489
19 0.294 0.236 0.193 0.529 0.363
20 0.344 0.261 0.590 0.559 0.393
21 0.167 0.121 0.354 0.293
22 0.317 0.290 0.191 0.546 0.422

Table B .l 1 -  Test Site 3 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 2) Modulus
Results.

Test E L w d  (MPa)
Point Z2fzfP) Z3(zfP)

15 139 112 161 79 52
16 142 87 332 39 49
17 83 76 114 65 89
18 74 75 149 67 73
19 115 95 161 61 91
20 98 86 60 58 83
21 135 276 84 106
22 107 78 178 54 79
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Table B. 12 -  Test Site 3 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 4) Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm) E two (MPa)
Point Z3(Wf)

1 0.253 89
2 0.498 45
3 0.624 36
4 0.850 26
5 0.241 93
6 0.331 68
7 0.247 91
8 0.304 74
9 0.339 66
10 0.470 48
11 0.205 110
12 0.374 60
13 0.266 85
14 0.255 89
15 0.213 0.182 0.400 106 188 83
16 0.259 0.194 0.838 87 157 42
17 0.236 0.217 0.457 95 145 74
18 0.272 0.203 0.466 83 167 77
19 0.224 0.216 0.502 100 155 63
20 0.255 0.375 0.431 88 91 80
21 0.206 0.094 0.455 109 348 74
22 0.239 0.359 0.546 94 92 65
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Table B.13 -  Test Site 3 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 8) Results. 

Test Peak Deflection (mm) E Lwd (MPa)

Point RjfGS) fd fG f)
15 0.321 0.294 0.593 0.442 70 124 61 77
16 0.371 0.445 0.634 0.565 61 94 60 64
17 0.454 0.569 0.532 50 60 67
18 0.376 0.169 0.579 0.387 60 219 63 87
19 0.469 0.839 0.639 48 38 57
20 0.349 0.464 0.449 0.373 65 84 80 102
21 0.366 0.383 0.640 0.467 62 96 55 79
22 0.304 0.525 74 66

Table B .1 4 - Test Site 4 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 3) Results.

Test

Point

Peak Deflection (mm) E l w d  (MPa)

1 0.226 0.495 165 76
2 0.464 0.483 75 77
3 0.213 0.347 167 105
4 0.191 0.393 187 93
5 0.182 0.555 202 67
6 0.099 0.535 386 71
7 0.764 0.671 43 57
8 0.149 0.417 249 78
9 0.190 0.394 207 96
10 0.900 0.655 40 55
11 0.101 0.551 357 68
12 0.256 0.330 154 107
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Table B.15 -  Test Site 4 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 5) Results.

Test

Point
Peak Deflection (mm) E l w d  (MPa)

ZjfzLP) ZjfzLP)
1 0.403 56
2 0.387 58
3 0.397 57
4 0.355 64
5 0.321 71
6 0.337 67
7 0.361 62
8 0.306 74
9 0.318 71
10 0.448 50
11 0.350 65
12 0.302 75
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Table B. 16 -  Test Site 5 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 2) Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm) E LWd  (MPa)
Point R 3(4f)

1 0.348 0.106 0.358 0.536 65 358 82 71
2 0.573 0.407 0.749 0.644 39 86 49 54
3 0.325 0.161 0.438 0.328 70 229 80 113
4 0.378 0.200 0.623 0.436 60 177 56 85
5 0.321 0.134 0.458 0.572 70 267 73 62
6 0.298 0.138 0.386 0.309 76 273 92 119
7 0.341 0.175 0.414 0.609 66 210 84 57
8 0.323 0.324 0.409 0.355 70 111 87 104
9 0.359 0.265 0.462 0.328 63 142 77 111
10 0.320 0.489 0.440 0.331 70 75 77 111
11 0.324 0.173 0.442 0.348 70 226 84 110
12 0.271 0.183 0.329 0.608 83 180 95 55
13 0.417 0.103 0.646 0.553 54 357 51 63
14 0.366 0.105 0.362 0.256 62 355 102 149
15 0.421 0.482 0.328 53 74 111
16 0.463 0.158 0.502 0.423 49 231 73 84
17 0.372 0.140 0.770 0.392 61 229 47 92
18 0.396 0.328 0.599 0.532 57 105 58 66
19 0.392 0.510 0.537 0.553 57 72 67 66
20 0.315 0.145 0.978 0.618 261 242 39 57
21 0.511 0.091 0.702 0.456 44 407 49 78
22 0.396 0.240 0.590 0.595 57 171 59 55
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Table B. 17 -  Test Site 5 (Truth Academy) Stabilized Clay (Cure Day 7) Results.

Test Peak Deflection (mm) ELWD (MPa)

Point ZjfzhP)
1 0.414 0.155 0.461 0.448 55 238 81 84
2 0.630 0.104 0.946 0.791 36 352 39 45
3 0.280 0.206 0.275 0.226 81 185 178 218
4 0.413 0.161 0.535 3.895 55 232 60 46
5 0.317 0.142 0.314 0.288 71 248 111 123
6 0.320 0.133 0.473 0.356 71 230 85 108
7 0.140 0.370 0.450 247 98 77
8 0.423 0.172 0.911 0.632 53 220 36 62
9 0.349 0.141 0.378 0.346 65 282 98 113
10 0.369 0.207 0.588 0.411 62 177 58 87
11 0.350 0.104 0.458 0.370 65 351 76 106
12 0.465 0.500 0.961 0.562 48 79 38 68
13 0.313 0.109 0.358 0.260 72 344 100 156
14 0.376 0.145 0.473 0.499 60 258 76 79
15 1.688 0.155 0.534 0.336 44 239 67 112
16 0.137 0.330 0.402 273 102 93
17 0.407 0.160 0.522 0.514 55 235 66 76
18 0.490 0.487 0.668 0.765 46 74 53 51
19 0.362 0.233 0.529 0.464 62 164 68 85
20 0.392 0.175 0.482 0.433 58 224 76 88
21 0.417 0.114 0.696 0.946 54 330 52 42
22 0.216 0.464 0.540 177 69 71
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